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PREFACE 

 

The Geoscience Information Society (GSIS) was established in 1965 as an independent, nonprofit professional soci-

ety. Members include librarians, information specialists, publishers, and scientists concerned with all aspects of geo-

sciences information. Members are based in the United States, Canada, Australia, Denmark, India, Sweden, Taiwan, 

and the United Kingdom. 

GSIS is a member society of the American Geological Institute and is an associated society of the Geological Society 

of America (GSA). The GSIS Annual meeting is held in conjunction with the annual GSA meeting, and the papers, 

posters, and forums presented are a part of the GSA program. 

Oral presentations of the papers provided in this proceedings volume were given at the 2010 Annual Joint Meeting of 

the Geoscience Information Society and the Geological Society of America (GSA) held in Denver, Colorado October 

31-November 3, 2010. The papers are arranged in the order they were presented and, where the entire paper was not 

available due to publishing conflicts, the abstract has been provided with the permission of the author. 

This proceedings volume is divided into two parts as follows:  

1.  Oral papers presented at the GSA Technical Session 79: “Geoscience Information Services:  

‘Peak’ Performances” and one poster presented at GSA by GSIS members. 

2.  Reports of the 2010 GSIS program sessions.  

Thanks to all of the presenters who made this session a success and for their patience in awaiting publication of this 

proceedings. My particular thanks goes to our GSIS 2010 Chair, Jan Heagy, and our in-coming Chair and conference 

planner, Kay Johnson, for their support and  timely assistance during session planning. Jody Bales Foote, 2009 Con-

ference Convener, and Lisa Johnston, past Proceedings Editor, provided invaluable guidance in planning the session 

and editing the Proceedings. 

      Janet E. Dombrowski 

      GSIS Conference Convener 2010 

iii 





 

 

 

 

 

Part 1: GSA Topical Session T79 

Geoscience Information Services:  

“Peak” Performances 

 

 

Geoscience information providers apply their expertise to add value to information and deliver  

exceptional services for library users in complex and diverse roles, such as consultation,  

contract negotiation, metadata description, instruction, and website development. 

 

 

Technical Session Convener 

Janet E. Dombrowski 

November 2, 2010 

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
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STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DEPLOYMENT OF THE  

NATIONAL GEOTHERMAL DATA SYSTEM 

M. Lee Allison* and Stephen M. Richard  

Arizona Geological Survey  

Tucson, AZ 

lee.allison@azgs.az.gov  

 

Abstract — Addressing scientific solutions to the challenges of energy supply as well as landslides and 

earthquakes, minerals and mining, water supply and flooding, pollution and erosion, and not least, climate 

change, is dependent on geological data. Rich environmental data are extensive, but when they are avail-

able, they are often exceptionally difficult to discover, exist in different formats and via different services, 

with different access conditions. 

A coalition of State Geological Surveys (via the Association of American State Geologists - AASG) is ex-

panding and enhancing the National Geothermal Data System (NGDS) by creating a national, sustainable, 

distributed, interoperable network of data providers representing all 50 states that will develop, collect, 

serve, and maintain geothermal-relevant data that operates as an integral compliant component of NGDS. 

The data exchange mechanism is built on the Geoscience Information Network (GIN) protocols and stan-

dards. 

Data are exposed from the State Geological Surveys through the NGDS, by digitizing at-risk legacy, geo-

thermal-relevant data (paper records, samples, etc.), publishing existing digital data using standard web and 

data services, and through limited collection of new data in areas lacking critical information. 

Goals are to enhance states' abilities to preserve and disseminate geothermal data; facilitate geothermal re-

source characterization and development efforts; expand the scope of data available to the geothermal com-

munity; foster new services and applications built by third-parties to take advantage of the system’s capa-

bilities and content; contribute materially to creation of a national geoinformatics system through imple-

mentation and deployment of NGDS; and increase operational support for geoinformatics infrastructure 

through a broader user base. 

This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Dept. of Energy, Geothermal Technologies 

Program under award DE-EE0002850, and the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 0753154. 
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MAPS, MAPS AND MORE MAPS:  

THREE APPROACHES TO REACH THE MASSES 

Lisa M. Ballagh and Allaina M. Wallace 

National Snow and Ice Data Center,  

Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences,  

Univ. of Colorado at Boulder, Boulder, CO 

vtlisa@nsidc.org 

 

 

Abstract — Online mapping applications and services have made promoting data collections easier than 

ever, affording opportunities to visualize and disperse map content to the masses. While paper libraries still 

exist, librarians and archivists are adopting measures to preserve content and make their collections widely 

accessible. Web mapping can enhance a collection by depicting: 1) news on maps, 2) visualizations on 

maps, and 3) interoperability via maps. The interoperability aspect is crucial as it allows the map services to 

be used in ways and with clients that the original authors may not have foreseen. Examples of these ap-

proaches include the use of a GeoRSS feed, Google Earth, and a Web Map Service.  
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DATA PRESERVATION AND MAINTENANCE  

OF THE OREGON GEOLOGIC DATA COMPILATION 

Lina Ma* and Rachel Lyles 

Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries 

Portland, OR  

lina.ma@dogami.state.or.us 

 

 

Abstract — As the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) became more widespread in the geologic 

community, the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) recognized the need to 

provide users with digital geologic information. DOGAMI embarked on a multi-year effort to capture and 

classify the “best available” geologic mapping of the state. GIS and a relational database were employed 

and provided the infrastructure for storage, processing, and portrayal of information collected from 345 

published and unpublished maps, theses, and dissertations. The Oregon Geologic Data Compilation 

(OGDC) was the culmination of this effort. OGDC was also built in conjunction with the Oregon Geospa-

tial Enterprise Office as part of the Geoscience Framework Theme for statewide spatial data as part of the 

National Spatial Data Infrastructure initiative. It has since been implemented as the state’s geologic data 

standard. 

DOGAMI is currently developing a methodology to update OGDC by adding more recent publications to 

maintain it as the “best available” source of geologic data for the state. New geologic mapping is continu-

ally being created, has been available since completion of the project, and needs to be incorporated into the 

data set to keep it current. Recent work includes a conversion of the spatial files and the tabular database 

into a file geodatabase, a standard file platform of ESRI software. Future iterations of OGDC will be devel-

oped and published in the geodatabase format, rather than as the two separate components of previous re-

leases. This new methodology will help streamline updates in the future while preserving the existing leg-

acy data in a more robust geodatabase technology. 
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GEOSCIENCE DATABASES: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS  

Linda R. Zellmer 

University Libraries 

Western Illinois University 

LR-Zellmer@wiu.edu 

 

Abstract — Many bibliographic indexes are available for research in the geosciences, including general 

indexes such as Academic Search and InfoTrac; science databases, such as Science Citation Index and Sco-

pus; and subject specific geosciences databases, such as GeoBase, GeoRef, Meteorological and Geoastro-

physical Abstracts, Oceanic Abstracts, and Water Resources Abstracts. As library budgets are reduced by 

inflation and other cuts, libraries are increasingly looking at all possible savings, including canceling data-

bases. 

A comparison of six major geoscience and science databases, including GeoBase, GeoRef, Meteorological 

and Geoastrophysical Abstracts, Oceanic Abstracts, Water Resources Abstracts, and Science Citation Index 

reveals that each index contains unique content and search capabilities. Examining the coverage of these 

databases to identify the number and nature of unique and duplicate titles and assessing the needs of the 

local user population enables librarians and their users to make an informed decision regarding possible 

database cancellations. Based on the results of these comparisons, librarians will be able to hold informed 

discussions with their users regarding potential database cancellations. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In this time of tight budgets, it is important to 

evaluate every expenditure, especially expensive 

purchases, such as indexes and databases. Among 

the criteria to consider are whether an index or da-

tabase provides access to full-text content and the 

titles that are indexed. When analyzing content, 

one of the most important considerations is the 

extent of duplication between indexes in the same 

or similar subject areas. Six databases could be 

useful for research in the geosciences, including 

GeoBase, GeoRef, Meteorological and Geoastro-

physical Abstracts, Oceanic Abstracts, Science 

Citation Index, and Water Resources Abstracts. 

The titles indexed in each of these databases were 

analyzed to determine the extent of duplication 

between them. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATABASES 

GeoBase is the online equivalent of Geographical 

Abstracts, which was once published by the Uni-

versity of East Anglia and then by GeoAbstracts 

until 1988, when it was acquired by Elsevier. The 

online database, which is available through Dialog, 

Ovid, and Engineering Village, covers resources 

indexed from 1980 to the present. It indexes jour-

nal articles and a few government publications in 

geology, oceanography, ecology, physical and hu-

man geography and international development. 

Based on information from the combined title lists 

and Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory (R.R. Bowker), 

it indexes 2304 unique titles. 

GeoRef is an index to books, articles in books and 

journals, maps, and United States, state, provincial 

and foreign government publications in all areas of 

the geological sciences, including the geological 

aspects of water and oceanography. It is available 

through ProQuest/CSA, EBSCO, STN, Dialog, 

Engineering Village, and GeoScience World. Pub-

lished by the American Geological Institute, it in-

dexes publications related to North America from 

1666 to the present and other areas of the World 

from 1933 to the present. Based on the title list 
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from the American Geological Institute, it indexes 

19,693 unique titles. 

Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts is 

an index to government publications, books, jour-

nal articles, and conference publications related to 

astrophysics, atmospheric science, meteorology, 

climatology, glaciology, hydrology, and physical 

oceanography that was once published by the 

American Meteorological Society, but is now pub-

lished by ProQuest/CSA. It covers titles indexed 

from 1974 to the present. It is available through 

Dialog and ProQuest/CSA. Based on information 

from the ProQuest/CSA website and Ulrich’s, it 

indexes 981 titles. 

Oceanic Abstracts is the online equivalent of the 

print title of the same name. The online index, 

which covers publications from 1981 to the pre-

sent, indexes journal articles, conference proceed-

ings, and some government publications in biologi-

cal, physical, and chemical oceanography as well 

as titles related to maritime transportation, naviga-

tion, and law. It is published by ProQuest/CSA and 

is available through ProQuest/CSA and Dialog. 

Based on information on the ProQuest/CSA web-

site and Ulrich’s, it indexes 696 titles. 

Science Citation Index is an index to journals in a 

wide variety of scientific disciplines. It is pub-

lished by Thomson-Reuters and is available on 

Dialog, STN, and Thomson-Reuters’ ISI Web of 

Knowledge platform. Subscribers can acquire ac-

cess to the database for varying time periods. On 

Dialog and STN, it covers titles from 1974 to the 

present. The basic (not the expanded) Science Cita-

tion Index indexes 3769 unique titles, including 

274 titles in core geoscience subject areas 

(geology, physical geography, geosciences, geo-

chemistry and geophysics, paleontology, and water 

resources). 

Water Resources Abstracts is the online equivalent 

of the print index Selected Water Resources Ab-

stracts, which was produced by the U.S. Geologi-

cal Survey until 1994. Published by ProQuest/

CSA, it indexes journal articles and a few U.S. and 

state water survey publications, including titles 

related to water law. The online database, which 

covers the time period from 1967 to the present, is 

available through ProQuest/CSA, Dialog, and 

STN. It indexes 1289 unique titles.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

Title lists for each index were obtained from the 

individual website for each database, or other 

sources as needed. The title list for GeoRef was 

supplied by GeoRef Information Services. The title 

list for GeoBase was compiled from three different 

title lists that were found on the Elsevier website 

(2006, 2009, and 2010) and a list of titles 

downloaded from Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory. 

The lists were imported into Excel, sorted, and 

analyzed to identify duplicates; duplicates in indi-

vidual indexes were eliminated.  

The title lists for each database were combined 

with the lists for the other databases, then sorted 

and analyzed to identify duplicates. When dupli-

cates were found, they were marked as such; the 

entry for one title was retained while the other was 

deleted. The number of duplicates was noted so 

that the percent of duplication could be calculated 

using this equation: 

 

RESULTS 

GeoRef has the most duplication with the other 

indexes; GeoRef duplicates more than 50% of the 

titles in all indexes except Science Citation Index. 

Because of its size (19,693 titles) GeoRef also has 

the most unique content of the databases. A con-

siderable amount of duplication also exists be-

tween these databases and GeoBase; over 34% of 

the titles in Meteorological and Geoastrophysical 

Abstracts, Water Resources Abstracts, and Oce-

anic Abstracts are also indexed by GeoBase. There 

is also a considerable amount of duplication be-

tween Oceanic Abstracts and Water Resources 

Abstracts (Table 1). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Duplication exists between each of these data-

bases. While each index has unique subject con-

tent, the other indexes include titles on that topic 

that are not indexed by the subject database. For 
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example, some meteorology titles indexed by Geo-

Ref and Science Citation Index are not indexed by 

Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts. In 

particular, GeoRef indexes over 850 water-related 

titles, specifically state water resource agency pub-

lications, which are not indexed by Water Re-

sources Abstracts. Information on specific topics 

might also be available in other indexes (e.g. bio-

logical oceanography in Biological Abstracts; law 

in legal indexes).  

Based on this analysis, it is apparent that GeoRef is 

the core geoscience index, because of its broad 

coverage and unique content. As such, it is recom-

mended for research related to geology and many 

areas of physical geography. Additional work 

needs to be done to compare the content of one or 

more of these indexes with that of other databases, 

such as Biological Abstracts, Agricola, and PAIS 

International. This might help identify additional 

indexes for cancellation. 
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EXPANDING ACCESS TO THE GEOSCIENCE LITERATURE:  

NEW DEVELOPMENTS WITH THE USGS PUBLICATIONS WAREHOUSE  

Richard Huffine 

U.S. Geological Survey Library  

rhuffine@usgs.gov  

 

 

Abstract — The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has recently released an updated and enhanced 

version of their online publications system, the Publications Warehouse. In addition to numerous enhance-

ments to the interface, the USGS is now including citations for literature authored by USGS staff in addi-

tion to publications published by the Survey. This new development will support future identification of 

relevant geoscience literature that may be in the public domain due to federal law regarding public access to 

federally funded research. These enhancements will impact future generations of researchers and will po-

tentially increase the availability and use of federal research within the geoscience literature. 

The presentation will focus on the recent enhancements as well as planned future developments to improve 

the durability of digital information and the long-term preservation of the geoscience literature using this 

and other tools within the United States Geological Survey. 
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OPEN ACCESS GEOLOGY: USING THE INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY  

TO HOST STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PUBLICATIONS 

Lisa Johnston*  

Science and Engineering Library 

University of Minnesota 

ljohnsto@umn.edu 

Harvey Thorleifson 

Minnesota Geological Survey 

University of Minnesota  

 

 

Abstract — The Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS) hosts information systems containing data sets that 

are valuable historic and scientific resources for the state. Several options are being pursued to curate, 

preserve, describe, and disseminate these data to broader audiences, including web services, national data 

archives, and institutional repositories. One of the challenges has been to find a means to make available 

scanned versions of geological survey publications. Geoscience research literature is increasingly published 

electronically and made digitally available for immediate online access. For state geological survey 

publications, a library-run institutional repository (IR) can be an excellent solution to host digitized and 

born-digital content. In the past few years, MGS has scanned all of its publications published since 1872 

through a number of library and state preservation grants. The comprehensive project included over 40,000 

pages of reports, guidebooks, and bulletins, and over 600 maps, along with GIS data files from recent 

decades. This talk will describe how the MGS content was archived in the university’s institutional 

repository and the issues and challenges we faced such as format decisions, workflow issues, and modes of 

user access.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS) was es-

tablished in 1872 under the direction of Newton 

Horace Winchell (Figure 1). Winchell started 

teaching as the University of Minnesota's first pro-

fessor of Geology and Mineralogy and subse-

quently the MGS became a permanent unit of the 

University of Minnesota’s Geology and Geo-

sciences Department when it was established in 

1874.  

Since 2007, the library has partnered with the 

MGS to scan and digitally preserve their complete 

publication record, including all final reports, pub-

lished maps, and field guides. With the support of 

library technical service staff and key MGS meta-

data and GIS experts, we successfully completed 

the scanning and upload this summer and all MGS 

final publications are now available electronically 

online for public download in our institutional re-

pository, the University of Minnesota Digital Con-

servancy (UDC) (Figure 2). This paper will de-

scribe this project in detail and focus on our ap-

proach, workflow, complications, and issues that 

led us toward successfully implementing a digital 

open access plan for the state survey’s information 

systems. Finally, we will describe our next steps 

for archiving other MGS collections, such as Open 

File Reports, future born digital works, GIS files, 

and other data sets.  

 

ARCHIVING PROCESS 

The MGS project encountered a number of issues 

that resulted in the formulation of several policies 

throughout the process of archiving content in the 

university’s institutional repository. The issues and 

challenges we faced included: the scanning proc-
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Figure 2. The University of Minnesota’s institutional repository, dubbed the University Digital Conservancy 

(UDC), went online in 2007. Built on DSpace repository software, using a basic variation of Dublin core 

metadata schema, it allows for individual self-archiving capability, in open-access format. For a campus-

based publisher, like the Minnesota Geological Survey, this presented an excellent solution to move toward 

electronic publishing.  

Figure 1. The Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS) was established in 1872 by an act of the State 

Legislature directing the University of Minnesota to investigate the geology of Minnesota and make that 

information available to its citizens.  
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ess, format decisions, workflow issues, born digital 

files, and modes of user access. 

Scanning Process 

Our library’s in-house digital collections unit pro-

vided the scanning service for the monographic 

series and text-based map supplements. This was 

possibly with the support of an internal, library 

grant program. As a historic university-based col-

lection, MGS publications were a priority for dig-

itization and upload in the newly formed UDC. 

Once in the UDC, the text was indexed and made 

full-text searchable. The monographic series avail-

able in the UDC to date include: 

 ANNUAL REPORTS   

 BULLETINS   

 EDUCATIONAL SERIES    

 GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA: A  

CENTENNIAL VOLUME  

 GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA—THE  

FINAL REPORT. Vols. 1-7 Folio  

 GUIDEBOOK SERIES   

 INFORMATION CIRCULARS   

 MINNESOTA AT A GLANCE  

 MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS  

 NEWSLETTERS   

 OPEN-FILE REPORTS (not complete)  

 REPORTS OF INVESTIGATIONS   

 SPECIAL PUBLICATION SERIES 

 SUMMARY REPORTS   

 

Simultaneously, a grant from the state provided 

support for MGS to scan around 600 maps for 

Minnesota Reflections, the state’s digital library. 

The library augmented these maps in our collection 

with the original GIS and metadata files when 

available (mostly for post-1990 map publications). 

The map series held in the UDC are: 

 AEROMAGNETIC MAP SERIES 

 COUNTY ATLAS SERIES 

 GEOLOGIC MAP INDEX  

 GEOLOGIC MAP OF MINNESOTA  

[Scale 1:250,000]   

 GEOLOGIC MAP SERIES 

 MISCELLANEOUS MAP SERIES 

 REGIONAL HYDROGEOLOGIC AS-

SESSMENTS 

 STATE MAP SERIES 

 

The MGS was enthusiastic about getting their con-

tent digitized, and they prepared the print copies 

from the Survey’s library collection. Creating an 

up-to-date inventory of all MGS publications was 

not an easy process, and many publication lists had 

to be cleaned and double-checked by a student 

worker hired by the MGS. Most of our scanning 

metadata was generated from the MGS 

“publication order form” as it was the most up to 

date source for author, title, and related biblio-

graphic information.  

Format 

MGS publications scanning resulted in over 40,000 

pages of reports, guidebooks, and bulletins, and 

over 600 maps. The primary format was PDF with 

special treatment for the images in the reports, 

plates, and the maps, which were scanned at a 

higher resolution than the text-based pages. This 

process, essential for quality images and zoom ca-

pabilities, resulted in large PDF file sizes. For ex-

ample, several of the bulletin issues were over 

50MB in file size. Modern Internet connections are 

capable of downloading such a file quickly, how-

ever, some browser PDF preview functions, such 

as Firefox 6, do not function with files larger than 

about 25MB, resulting in a “Broken Link” error 

message. Therefore we decided to chunk larger 

files into smaller parts (Figure 3). Alternate for-

mats, such as page flip views, are planned for the 

future. 

Workflow Issues 

In addition to the authors, we had the assistance of 

several people from the library and the MGS work-

ing on the uploading process. Uploading files into 

a digital archive is primarily a manual practice. 

Some of the work was batch loaded into the reposi-

tory, but many of the series, such as the Miscella-

neous Maps, had associated GIS files that required 

special treatment and had to be loaded one-by-one. 

Therefore, to avoid conflicting practices, we  cre-

ated a policy for uploading MGS publications  
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into the UDC to streamline our workflow. Our 

policy followed that all MGS records in the UDC 

must:  

 Be self contained (i.e. do not link to other 

web pages, or non-archived files) 

 Include at least one file (i.e. citations or 

placeholders such as “Report 9 was 

skipped” were not included in the UDC to 

avoid “dead ends” for users. Rather, the 

map index was archived to preserve this 

type of information.) 

 Contain files in preferred archival formats 

(files in open, standardized file formats) 

 UDC records should not include any 

information that could change over time 

(ex. price info) 

 

Preferred File Formats 

The primary file format was PDF for the maps and 

text. However, special consideration was needed 

for the GIS files of the born-digital maps. Without 

an open, non-proprietary standard format available, 

the archiving process of the MGS GIS files 

included zipping them in their original ERSI 

ArcGIS formats (e.g. .e00). The zipped files 

provide a user-centered view of the record holding, 

rather than containing 20 or more files to choose 

from; each map record holds three objects:  

 PDF of the map. This file format should 

meet the needs of most users and is 

maintainable for long-term preservation 

and migration. 

 A zipped file containing the supplementary 

GIS files and FGDC metadata. The 

software used to zip the files was carefully 

chosen to not require additional software 

to run. 

 A text “readme” file containing 

instructions on how to open and use the 

GIS files, software requirements, and other 

metadata of how the map was created. The 

MGS geologists, not librarians, contributed 

all of this information, including the GIS 

metadata. 

 

Born Digital Publications 

Going forward, the MGS will be publishing their 

born-digital maps and publications directly into the 

institutional repository. The library provided 

training sessions for MGS staff on how to upload 

the files into the UDC. Now Survey staff can take 

advantage of the publishing platform directly from 

their offices and within their existing workflows 

without relying on library staff. This practice has 

recently resulted in the publication of a new county 

atlas and the creation of two additional MGS 

digital collections: Geology of Minnesota Parks 

and Non-Series Publications. 

 

Figure 3. This screenshot illustrates the file structure used to upload MGS map publications  

with associated GIS files into the University Digital Conservancy.  
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Figure 4. An example web search for a MGS publication yields the PDF and the UDC record for the digitized 

publication in the first two search results. 

Access 

Access to the digital MGS publications and maps 

is as easy as a web search (Figure 4). The UDC 

indexes the full-text of the documents and the 

maps include the scanned supplement documents 

and augmented metadata, such as keywords. The 

searchable MGS collection has been a valuable 

addition to the reference desk in the Science & 

Engineering Library at Minnesota. And the 

statistics for access to the digital files have topped 

the UDC  download rates for all publications. 

Of course, browsing is very important, and 

therefore, the library created a dump of the UDC 

archived collection and marked it up in HTML so 

the Survey can host links directly from their site 

along with a collection-specific keyword search 

box. This interface allows their website to be the 

primary website for public access to the MGS 

digital publications.  

 

DATA: THE NEW SPECIAL  

COLLECTION  

Next we have turned our preservation eye on the 

MGS data sets: the new special collection for 

libraries. The MGS hosts information systems 

containing data sets that are valuable historic and 

scientific resources for the state. Several options 

are being pursued to curate, preserve, describe, and 

disseminate these data to broader audiences, 

including web services, national data archives, and 

institutional repositories. To begin, we’ve archived 

three MGS datasets: Gravity and Aeromagnetic 

Data of Minnesota, the MGS’s Rock Properties 

database, and the database of Karst Features of 

Minnesota (Figure 5). 

The datasets were archived in an open database 

format (.dbf) so that users may download a copy 

and run it on their favorite platform. Although 

archival, this access method is not the ideal, 

compared to a custom interactive web-interface to 

the data. However, our first goal was preservation 
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Figure 5. Created from the Karst database included in the MGS digital collection, this image represents the 

type of information that can be created from archival data sets. Image created by Calvin Alexander, 

University of Minnesota. 

to ensure that an archival copy exists as we move 

to more usable platform. The library is changing 

the backend of our repository to a Fedora-based 

platform, where we hope to be able to better host a 

variety of data format types, and the MGS is 

building a custom GIS web service. Other datasets 

we plan to make available include: 

 Geological observations 

 Till texture and lithology 

 Geochemical data 

 Borehole geophysics index 

 Water well data 

 Geotechnical data 

 Hydrogeological data 

 

FUTURE NEXT STEPS 

Now that we have everything scanned and 

archived, there are some important next steps to 

consider. As we mentioned above, the 

monographic content will be made available in 

alternate formats more suitable for web viewing. 

Aiding this effort is our plan to archive the MGS 

materials in the HathiTrust Digital Library as part 

of the University of Minnesota’s participation in 

the Google Books Library Project. This will not 

only provide a page-flip view of the book, but will 

allow all libraries to harvest the content from 

OCLC’s WorldCat to ingest into their library 

catalogs for direct access. Also, the UDC is an 

OAIster-compliant repository, thus the maps and 

data files can be pushed to WorldCat as well. 

Finally, with our GIS web services moving into 

place, federated repositories such as 

OneGeology.org and other Minnesota GIS services 

can link to our archived GIS files for interactive 

access to the data.  

Another area for archival consideration is the 

Survey’s physical data collections: samples that 

may be in need preservation, cataloging, and wider 

dissemination (Figure 6). There are many ways 

that the University Library can partner with the 

State Survey to succeed in this area. For example, 

the library was brought in to consult on the MGS’s 

metadata and preservation plan for applying to the 

USGS’s National Geological and Geophysical 

Data Preservation Program (NGGDPP). As a part 
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of this proposal, the MGS’s physical collections 

that we will work toward archiving and providing 

enhanced access include: 

 Hand samples 

 Thin sections 

 Sediment samples 

 Geochemical samples 

 Cuttings 

 Drill cores 

 Fossils (collection managed by the Univer-

sity of Minnesota’s Bell Museum)  

 

Project files and orphan data sets are another po-

tential area for archiving. But how do we begin to 

sift through all the file cabinets, both physically 

and, perhaps more daunting, the modern “file cabi-

nets” of desktop computers and shared-server file 

directories. Progress has already been made here, 

with over 300 print field notebooks and other his-

torical administrative files moved to the University 

Archives in the Library. In the short term the docu-

ments will receive descriptive records and be made 

more usable through finding aids. The future plan 

is to scan and add them to the digital archive as a 

UDC collection. For a future project, the library 

might work with the MGS on building a data man-

agement plan at the beginning of the project, to 

describe in detail how the supplementary informa-

tion will be transitioned after the project is com-

plete and to provide descriptive metadata, currently 

hidden from users in the ArcGIS files, more acces-

sible as XML file formats. 

Finally, the MGS has been scanning their historic 

photo collection in-house and there is an opportu-

nity to archive these currently inaccessible files 

into the Library’s new media repository, UMedia 

Archive. This Fedora-based repository holds uni-

versity affiliate-created images and video with the 

goal of open access and digital perpetuity. This 

would not only give the MGS an excellent search-

able database of their image archive but would ex-

pose their unique digitized collection to the world. 

 

CONCLUSION 

A partnership between a university library and a 

state geological survey is a great fit. The Library’s 

dedication to long-term preservation and wide dis-

semination of information and the State Survey’s 

open access publishing model and scientific exper-

tise are necessary components of a robust digi-

tal library of geological information. Com-

bined, they provide the public with accessible, 

quality information and data. The MGS publica-

tions project is a proof-of-concept for similar pro-

jects for managing data, GIS, and other media 

forms with the goal of preservation, access, and the 

widest possible dissemination of content. 
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Figure 6. The physical specimen collection at the 

Minnesota Geological Survey has been cataloged 

with detailed metadata for in-house use. This 

database is a great candidate to move into the 

digital environment as an online searchable 

resource to provide broader dissemination.   
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Abstract — The growing trend to include online supplementary materials in journals has provided 

opportunities for authors to add enhancements, such as data sets, color photos, or multimedia objects to 

their articles, which could not be included in printed journal pages. The addition of these supplementary 

materials has created new challenges for librarians, publishers, reviewers, and researchers in terms of 

access, peer review, citation, and data preservation. 

To better understand the current status of supplementary materials in geoscience journals, this study 

focused on a small sample of high impact, peer-reviewed journals representing a range of geoscience 

publishers. We examined author guidelines and publisher policies for each journal to find information on 

size limits, format restrictions, peer review, citation, and archival practices. Also, we documented the 

publication frequency and different types of supplementary materials included in these geoscience journals. 

Finally, we investigated the ease of access, navigation, and linking options that publishers have provided 

for these materials. This talk will present our findings and recommendations for making supplementary 

materials easier for users to locate and access. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The dramatic rise in the numbers of supplementary 

materials included in science journals has been the 

focus of several recent studies and surveys. 

Schaffer and Jackson (2004) looked at the use of 

supplementary materials in journals from a range 

of scientific disciplines, including astronomy, 

chemistry, mathematics, and physics. More re-

cently, concerns about the rapid increase in supple-

mentary materials and potential implications for 

authors, reviewers, and readers were raised by 

Marcus (2009) and Carpenter (2009). Both authors 

stressed the need for better guidelines and more 

consistency in the way these supplementary mate-

rials are handled. Schwarzman (2009) conducted a 

survey of publisher’s practices concerning supple-

mentary materials which generated additional in-

terest in clarifying the role of supplementary mate-

rials and how publishers treat them. Recent efforts 

to develop recommended practices for incorporat-

ing supplementary materials into the publication 

process in a more consistent way are described by 

Carpenter (2010), Rosenthal and Reich (2010), and 

Laue (2010). 

These studies sparked our interest in taking a 

closer look at the current status of supplementary 

materials in geoscience journals. We started by 

examining the Geological Society of America’s 

(GSA) Data Repository and found that it provides 

a good example of the rising trend to include sup-

plementary materials. Established in 1974, this 

repository holds information that supplements and 

expands on articles published in GSA journals. 

Steadily growing from one article with a supple-

ment in 1974 to 296 articles with supplements in 

2010, the GSA Data Repository clearly illustrates 

the dramatic rise in the use of supplementary mate-

rials in some key geoscience journals. 

This study was undertaken to gain a better under-

standing of the potential implications of supple-

mentary materials for libraries and researchers by 

investigating the following research questions: 

 How widespread are supplementary mate-

rials across a range of geoscience journals?  

 How do different publishers handle them? 

 How accessible are supplementary materi-

als for researchers? 
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RESEARCH METHODS 

Our study sample consisted of 15 high-impact geo-

science journals from 14 different publishers. 

These journals were selected from lists generated 

using Journal Citation Reports®  (2009) for several 

geoscience categories (geology, geosciences mul-

tidisciplinary), which were sorted by Impact Factor 

(two year). We also reviewed quantitatively ranked 

lists of high impact geoscience journals generated 

using SciMago/Scopus (sorted by cites/year) and 

Eigenfactor (sorted by Eigenfactor number). 

Lastly, we consulted the Australian Research 

Council’s (2010) qualitative Ranked Journal List. 

We selected a sample that represented different 

types of publications (such as letters and review 

journals) from a variety of geoscience disciplines 

and publishers. We were interested in looking at 

how supplementary data are dealt with in as wide a 

range of publications as possible. The sample was 

limited to journals currently available at the Uni-

versity of Idaho Library. For comparison purposes, 

we also included the journals Nature and Science 

in our study, resulting in a total of 17 journals from 

16 different publishers (see Figure 1). 

For each of the journals in the study, we compiled 

data on the number of articles with supplementary 

materials in each issue, as well as the total number 

of articles per issue. We compared the total num-

ber of articles with supplements to the total number 

of research articles for each year to calculate the 

percentage of articles with supplementary materi-

als for each journal in the study. We were inter-

ested in determining when supplementary materi-

als were first included in each journal and com-

piled the numbers of supplementary materials back 

to the first year that they were included. Figure 2 

illustrates the wide variation in supplementary data 

inclusion for articles published in 2010 within the 

geoscience journals in our study. 

 

 

Journal Publisher 

American Mineralogist 

Mineralogical Society of 

America 

Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Science 

Letters Annual Reviews 

Biogeosciences European Geosciences Union 

Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America 

Seismological Society of 

America 

Bulletin of Volcanology Springer 

Earth & Planetary Science Letters Elsevier 

Geological Magazine Cambridge 

Geology Geological Society of America 

Holocene Sage 

Journal of Geology University of Chicago 

Journal of Petrology Oxford 

Journal of Quaternary Science Wiley 

Journal of the Geological Society Geological Society of London 

Nature Nature 

Quaternary Research Elsevier 

Reviews of Geophysics American Geophysical Union 

Science AAAS 

Figure 1. Journals included in the study. 
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Journal 

% of 2010 Articles with 

Supplementary Materials 

Geology  77% 

Journal of Geology 63% 

Journal of Petrology  48% 

Earth & Planetary Science Letters  45% 

Geological Magazine  44% 

Journal of the Geological Society  32% 

Bulletin of Volcanology  25% 

American Mineralogist  25% 

Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Science  19% 

Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America  19% 

Quaternary Research  16% 

Journal of Quaternary Science  12% 

Biogeosciences  10% 

Holocene  5% 

Reviews of Geophysics  0% 

Figure 2. Percentage of articles with supplementary material. 

DISCUSSION 

Analysis of Journal Trends 

The rise of supplementary data has continued  

through the past decade. 

Across the seventeen journals, results consistently 

show an upward trend in the presence of supple-

mentary data (see Figure 3). Most journals exam-

ined had supplementary data for less than 50% of 

the articles. However, certain trend-setting publica-

tions, such as the multi-disciplinary journal  

Science and the GSA’s Geology, show very high 

rates of supplementary data inclusion. This fact, 

coupled with the rising rates of most journals, sug-

gests that the tide of supplementary data is only 

rising and has yet to plateau.  

Very few journal archives include data from issues 

published prior to the past decade (2000-2010).  

With few exceptions, supplementary data inclusion 

began during the past decade and is only beginning 

to appear widely. Science, which is currently at 

nearly 100% of research articles with supplements, 

began including these data in November 2000. We 

found no occurrences of supplementary data in the 

University of Chicago’s Journal of Geology until 

May 2004 and now nearly two-thirds of the articles 

have supplementary data. Newer journals, such as 

Biogeosciences (EGU) started publishing during 

the past decade and have posted supplementary 

data with articles since their inception. 

Most journals appear to maintain access to these 

data. 

The continued presence of these data on publish-

ers’ websites indicates a trend towards maintaining 

access. In all cases, if the supplementary data were 

provided, there was no indication of removal or 

alteration of those data.  data. Furthermore, as  
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Figure 3. Example charts of journal trends. For each journal, the authors determined the percentage of articles that 

included supplementary data for each year over the past decade . 
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organizations such as LOCKSS and PORTICO 

begin to examine the supplementary data issue in 

greater detail, concerns about long-term preserva-

tion will be addressed (see Rosenthal and Reich, 

2010). 

Supplementary data are hosted locally on the pub-

lisher website itself, as opposed to linking to exter-

nal websites. 

While there is a growing trend towards disciplinary 

data repositories throughout the sciences, for arti-

cle-specific supplementary data, the journal pub-

lishers host these data locally. 

Analysis of Journal Policies 

Most policies mention supplementary data. 

Journal publishers have clearly recognized the 

need to establish policies and procedures govern-

ing the use of supplementary data. Very few jour-

nals fail to address it in some capacity, although 

the range of criteria provided is wide. Science has a 

long and considered policy, while Geological 

Magazine barely addresses how to treat or submit 

these data. 

Very few policies address long-term archiving. 

While virtually no mention of long-term archiving 

and preservation is made on publisher websites and 

in author instructions, publishers are evidently be-

ginning to consider these issues. In most cases, 

there is an implication that data will be archived 

along with article text. However, data preservation 

of multimedia materials is more complicated than 

that of text, primarily due to format changes, emu-

lation, and similar challenges. These factors will 

have to be considered as well. In most cases, the 

publishers do place some sort of limits on accept-

able formats. 

Very few policies address peer-review. 

One of the most important considerations for inclu-

sion of supplementary data is peer-review. Nearly 

all journals failed to mention peer-review explic-

itly. There were several who mentioned that data 

were required on submission of manuscripts, but in 

most cases, the expectation of peer-review was not 

clarified. A few journals explicitly said that data 

would be published as received. This is problem-

atic given the close relationship of supplementary 

data to the otherwise reviewed article. 

Nearly all publishers address the choice and char-

acteristics of data files (type, size, nature), but do 

so largely for their own needs, not reader/user 

needs. 

An interesting trend in journal publisher expecta-

tions is the description of acceptable formats, sizes, 

and characteristics of supplementary data. In only 

one case, Elsevier, was the size of a file described 

in the context of user needs (e.g. video files cannot 

be too large because they make downloads take too 

long). In most instances, requirements were de-

scribed in clear simple standards: only PDFs, noth-

ing more than 5 MB, or tables in an Excel-friendly 

format. 

Recommendations 

From this study, the authors have determined sev-

eral recommendations for publishers of journals 

hosting supplementary data to improve access for 

users. 

Discovery 

 List data in the journal’s table of contents 

and clearly describe and refer to data 

within the article. 

 Supplementary data is an extension of the 

article, and as such, should be locally 

hosted. 

Accessibility 

 Provide direct links between article and 

supplementary materials (both ways). 

 Third-party aggregators – e.g. EBSCO, 

ProQuest – do not currently deal with ac-

cess to supplementary materials. 

Usability 

 Note any special applications or plug-ins 

needed. 

Citability 

 Provide a recommended citation as citation 

standards for supplementary data are de-

veloping and are not yet clearly estab-

lished. 
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Implications for Librarians/Users 

 

From the trends identified, we expect to continue 

to see the proliferation of this content. While deci-

sions by authors to include supplementary data 

occurs on an article-level basis, most publishers 

appear to have decided to offer hosting capabilities 

and only need to agree on standards of practice. 

Until those standards are developed, however, us-

ers will likely continue to see wide variation in the 

way supplementary data are handled and pre-

sented. 

 

Furthermore, there is often no access to these data 

outside of the original publisher’s journal websites. 

This may be an instance of the publisher’s added 

value over aggregating and discovery services. In 

other words, services such as EBSCO and Pro-

Quest are not yet providing linking to supplemen-

tary data. A few publishers, like Elsevier and 

Wiley-Blackwell, are significant aggregators in 

their own right. For others, such as many scholarly 

societies, their publishing partners must provide 

and host this access. The trends in geoscience jour-

nals indicate that for all publishers, large and small 

alike, supplementary data are becoming frequent 

features. 

Librarians and their host institutions need to ask 

questions about how well their needs fit these mod-

els and standards, especially in terms of open ac-

cess repositories of journal pre- and post-prints. If 

librarians are to offer publications or scholarly 

communications support, awareness of these data 

and their characteristics are necessary, given the 

expanding role of supplemental data. 

Without question, this growing trend requires li-

brarians to be aware of, if not expert in, the pres-

ence and characteristics of these data. There are 

interesting questions for further study, such as: 

Why are these data increasingly common? Where 

do supplementary data fit into the process of infor-

mation literacy education? What aspects must li-

brarians educate users on – or do they simply an-

ticipate expert-level use of these data?  Should they 

insist on long-term preservation specifically for 

supplementary data by publishers as part of sub-

scription agreements? 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

As the inclusion of supplementary data continues 

to rise, it is becoming clear that journal publishers 

are beginning to treat them with seriousness. This 

is appropriate, given that supplementary materials 

increasingly provide valuable enhancements to 

journal articles. The journals in our sample clearly 

demonstrated that the need to share more than just 

the written results of a study is becoming quite 

prevalent in the field of geosciences. 

However, the challenges of standardization in the 

treatment of supplementary data are only begin-

ning to be addressed. Fortunately, there are some 

strong examples by certain publishers of effective 

ways of treating supplementary data. One can only 

hope that publishers move quickly to establish 

these standards before too much more data are 

added to articles in an inconsistent manner that 

may make it difficult for users to access. 

Supplementary data will continue to pose chal-

lenges for researchers as well as librarians. The 

biggest questions, such as accessibility, necessity 

of peer-review, and concerns about preservation 

and archiving, all need to be explored further. The 

growth of supplementary data in the geosciences 

does not appear to be slowing, but rather the oppo-

site. It is incumbent on all parties—researchers, 

librarians, and publishers—to consider these issues 

carefully. 
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Abstract — This study assesses the quality of both images and text in a sample from the 2,180 works on 

geology from the HathiTrust Digital Library (multi-institutional digital repository), an outgrowth of the 

Michigan Digitization Project and partnership with Google, Inc. A random sample of 180 works (consisting 

of 47,287 pages) was made and reveals many patterns and characteristics of the digital manifestations of 

these works. The good news is that of the total 47,287 pages that were reviewed, only 2.5% had scanning 

errors. The bad news, of the 180 works, 114 or 63% had at least one scanning error. It is important for 

librarians and readers to know the strengths and shortcomings of this repository in considering future 

decisions on both deaccessioning and remote storage of works from libraries.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Partnering with libraries and publishers, Google, 

Inc. has created the World’s largest digital collec-

tion and index of books and journals. The broad 

implications of how this digital collection may 

transform future access and use of the works it 

contains, and the subsequent future of libraries, has 

been the focus of several articles and opinion 

pieces of late (Dougherty, 2010; Jones, 2010; Nun-

berg, 2009; Darton, 2009). However, much of what 

has been written has also focused on the Google 

Books settlement with the Authors Guild and the 

Association of American Publishers (Proskine, 

2006; Band, 2009; Okerson, 2009). A few articles 

have begun making assessments of image quality 

and the means of access used within the Google 

Books product (James, 2010; Duguid, 2007;  

Townsend, 2007). However, these articles have 

been very limited in scope or in the size of their 

samples. Studies by Duguid (2007) and Townsend 

(2007) have limited their assessments to a single 

work. James’s found less than 1% of the pages in 

his sample had a significant error. However, the 

study had a relatively small sample of only 2,500 

pages from 50 works.    

The aim of this study is to assess the quality of 

both images and text in a sample from the 2,180 

works on geology from the HathiTrust Digital Li-

brary (multi-institutional digital repository)—an 

outgrowth of the Michigan Digitization Project and 

partnership with Google, Inc. (HathiTrust n.d.). 

The HathiTrust has become a primary repository 

for much of the digitization being done by the 

Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) and 

University of California system libraries for the 

Google Books Project. While this study specifi-

cally makes an assessment of the HathiTrust Digi-

tal Library, since much of the content is the same, 

many of the conclusions may, by extension, also be 

valid for portions of the Google Books Project.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

All records for works that are fully available within 

the HathiTrust Digital Library and indexed with 

the subject term “geology” from the University of 

Michigan Libraries’ online catalog, “Mirlyn,” were 

downloaded into EndNote. A total of 2,180 works 

met these criteria as of March 12, 2010. A random 

sample of 180 works was made from the total 

population of 2,180. 

Data gathered from sample documents included:  

 title 

 author 
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 library owning the source document 

 

as well as study results: 

 

 number of standard illustrations within the 

work 

 number of standard illustrations with scan-

ning errors 

 number of large format illustrations 

(foldouts) 

 number of large format illustrations with 

scanning errors 

 number of pages of each work 

 number of pages of text with scanning er-

rors 

 

A standard illustration was considered to be any 

image (i.e. woodcut, lithograph, and photograph) 

that was not a foldout or oversized illustration kept 

in a back pocket. A scanning error was determined 

by whether or not the illustration was capable of 

communicating the information it was intended to. 

Missing images were also considered an error. 

Most illustrations are degraded to some extent in 

the digitization process. For the purposes of this 

study they were judged using a pass or fail criteria: 

either they were adequate or they were not. Similar 

criteria for pages of text were also used:  if the 

page was missing, unreadable, or missing words or 

information that made it unreadable, it was consid-

ered a scanning error. 

 

RESULTS 

A total of 47,287 pages of text were evaluated. Of 

that, 865 pages, or 1.8% were missing or deemed 

to be text scanning errors. Of the 180 works in the 

sample, 34 works or 19% had at least one scanning 

error of text. One work, An elementary treatise on 

mineralogy and geology, designed for the use of 

pupils, originally published in 1822, was missing 

566 pages. This accounted for 65% of all the text 

scanning errors. The remaining errors were mostly 

poor scans of pages (Figure 1). 

A total of 8,098 standard images were contained 

with the 180 sample works. Of this total, 98 or 

1.2% were missing or deemed to be scanning er-

rors. Of the 180 works in the sample, 35 or 19% 

had at least one scanning error of a standard illus-

tration. The work with the most errors, numbering 

thirteen, was Ground-water hydrology, historical 

water use, and simulated ground-water flow in 

Cretaceous-age Coastal Plain aquifers near 

Charleston and Florence, South Carolina (1996).  

Automatic quality control processing of the page 

images may have resulted in images or parts of text 

being clipped out (Figure 2). However, this did not 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. – Example of a text scanning error. 
Figure 2. – Example of a standard illustration 

scanning error (figure is missing). 
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seem to be a problem in the Google Books inter-

face for these same works (as the images had al-

ready been reprocessed to correct these errors).  

A total of 223 foldouts or large format illustrations 

were contained within the 180 sample physical 

works. Since all were missing from the digital ver-

sion, or scanned incorrectly (Figure 3), all were 

counted as scanning errors. Obviously, there was a 

conscious decision by Google not to digitize fold-

out and large format illustrations (no doubt to in-

crease the speed of scanning). Of the 180 works in 

the sample, 77 or 42% had at least one foldout or 

large format illustration. Thus for geology works, 

we can infer that not scanning the foldouts or large 

format illustrations results in scanning errors 42% 

of the time.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

When the different types of errors are taken all to-

gether, within the sample of 180 works, there were 

a total of 1,186 scanning errors. Thus, of the 180 

works, 114 or 63% had at least one scanning error. 

Google has classed errors into two forms: material 

and processing (York, 2010). Material errors are 

the result of deficiencies in the physical works (i.e. 

missing pages). Processing errors are those which 

result from the post-scan processing of the image. 

Of course there are also the human errors associ-

ated with the procedure of manually turning the 

page (hand in the picture). This study suggests a 

fourth type of error; “policy” error. In order to 

achieve the massive scale deemed necessary for 

the project to be successful, the scanning of larger 

format foldouts was originally neglected. This pol-

icy can result in a large number of errors, espe-

cially in the case of works from certain disciplines 

such as geology, since a large percentage of these 

works contain large foldout illustrations.    

The policy of not scanning large format foldouts 

has implications for quality and completeness of 

the HathiTrust Digital Library and the Google 

Books product. The foldouts are of central impor-

tance for many works. Why would the original 

publisher go through the expense of compilation 

and printing them if they were not?  In fact, for 

many works, foldouts are the central intellectual 

work--the text is ancillary to the map. For example, 

in Robert Bailey’s Ecoregions of the United States, 

the original map was published in 1976 and the 

explanatory text to the map,  Description of the 

Ecoregions of the United States, was not published 

until 1978 (Bailey, 1978). The central element of 

the work in this example is the map.  

It should be pointed out that the post-processing of 

the images has continued to improve. When the 

images are reprocessed, many of the errors are cor-

rected (York, 2010). Thus, the results of this paper 

are really just a “snapshot in time” of how the im-

ages appeared in the summer of 2010 when this 

research was conducted. Also, the policy of not 

scanning large foldouts may change if it already 

has not. This will eventually result in fewer per-

centages of scanning errors within the texts and 

illustrations. Given Google’s mission, “to organize 

the World’s information and make it universally 

accessible and useful,” it is entirely appropriate 

that they should undertake such an ambitious en-

deavor of digitizing the World’s printed books. 

While this study identified many of the shortcom-

ings in image quality for works related to geology, 

it was found that the vast majority of page images 

have no scanning errors. The HathiTrust Digital 

Library and Google Books are providing easy ac-

cess to many works that would otherwise be very 

difficult to utilize for many researchers. Perhaps  

Figure 3. – Example of a foldout scanning 

error. 
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more importantly, the HathiTrust Digital Library 

intends to provide long-term stewardship and digi-

tal access to works in the public domain and has 

demonstrated a commitment to quality control; 

once provided with the information about errors 

identified by this project they quickly corrected the 

majority of errors. 
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Abstract — Searching a geospatial data catalog can be frustrating for many GIS data users. Geospatial data 

catalogs are built on records created to a specific metadata standard, such as ISO 19115. The search query 

is often limited to searching a few tags within the record, such as title, publisher, spatial extent, content 

theme, and content type. GIS personnel tend to create metadata records with little thought into how it will 

be discovered by others. On the other hand, library catalogs are developed for a broad spectrum of users 

with varying knowledge of the subject. Librarians can bring this expertise in creating user-friendly catalogs 

to the GIS profession. 

In the development of NebraskaMAP, a statewide geospatial data sharing portal and web services network, 

the GIS Librarian from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln used knowledge of Boolean operators, Lucerne 

query syntax, and the understanding of geospatial metadata standards to improve the searching, retrieval, 

and display capabilities of this geospatial data portal's metadata catalog. 

This paper describes the process of building a statewide geospatial data portal in Nebraska, and how the 

UNL Libraries contributed to the organization of the portal's metadata records. The portal uses ESRI's 

Geospatial Portal Extension software. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Wording used to describe geospatial portals fre-

quently includes terms such as gateway, discovery, 

and user-focused access to spatial data. For exam-

ple, Maguire and Longley (2005, p.7) state, 

“Portals are web sites that act as a door or gateway 

to a collection of information resources.” Tait 

(2005, p. 34) continues, “A geographic portal is a 

web site where the discovery of geographic content 

is a primary focus,” and the ESRI GIS Dictionary 

(2006) states, a GIS portal is a “Web resource that 

provides access to a broad array of related re-

sources and services.” The question becomes how 

well are geospatial portals living up to this concept 

of access and discovery of spatial data? Not very 

well, according to Comber, et al. (2008, p. 287), 

“In the domain of spatial information semantics are 

poorly treated by metadata and data standards.” 

Geospatial portals, like libraries, build their cata-

logs based on metadata records. The records are 

stored in an online database that is accessed when 

a user enters a search query through the portal’s 

client software interface. This software is built on 

World Wide Web technology utilizing a web 

browser to search and display query results. World 

Wide Web technology enables geospatial portals to 

become interactive sites where users search a 

metadata database for information about spatial 

data and services, as well as directly connect to 

these services for live mapping, geocoding, and 

routing. The technology also allows for the 

downloading of spatial data to be used in more ro-

bust desktop GIS applications such as ESRI’s 

ArcMap or Google Earth.  

Metadata, often described as “data about data,” is 

the roadblock to intuitive, user-friendly searching 

of spatial data catalogs. Encoding within metadata 

records is standardized to help facilitate the search-

ing of spatial data produced by different govern-
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mental agencies and commercial developers. The 

standard recommended for use in the United States 

for spatial data is the North American Profile 

(NAP), adopted in 2009 by the Federal Geographic 

Data Committee (FGDC) and based on Interna-

tional Standard (ISO) 11915, which was approved 

by the International Standards Committee in 2003. 

These standards dictate which fields in the record 

are searchable and what information is required in 

each field. Geospatial portal developers often use 

commercial software, such as ESRI’s Geoportal 

Server Toolkit Extension, for managing the spatial 

data catalog. The ESRI product indexes the meta-

data database to allow for searching by three pa-

rameters: spatial, temporal, or thematic. The NAP 

standard dictates that elements within the metadata 

record describe spatial data in terms of content, 

quality, condition, and origin. However, no re-

quired element defines the purpose or use of the 

data, or allows for “free term” word searching. 

While technology has made spatial data available 

to a wide audience through the World Wide Web, 

discovery by non-specialized users is frustrating at 

best. Either the terminology the general populace 

uses does not access the desired records, or the 

retrieved data is inappropriate for their needs. 

Thus, geospatial portals, although intended to be 

one-stop shopping for everyone, are marginally 

successful, and often are accessed and used only 

by specialized GIS users who already know what 

they are looking for before they begin their search.  

Librarians, whose profession is founded in the or-

ganization and access of information, can provide a 

broader perspective to the design of geospatial por-

tals. Library online catalogs are built on the same 

technology as geospatial portals and librarians are 

experts in working with patrons who have varying 

degrees of experience in navigating their catalogs. 

Having a librarian involved in the development 

and management of a geospatial portal brings a 

unique perspective often over-looked in geoportal 

development. Librarians bring to the project their 

expertise in indexing and catalog development. 

They understand how coding within the metadata 

record defines search parameters, and determines 

retrieval and display of the results. This, in turn, 

has the capability of improving the functionality of 

the portal through the creation of “search savvy” 

metadata records. As members of the project team, 

librarians can use their influence to advocate for 

applying their expertise in the education of GIS 

metadata creators. This was the case in the devel-

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. NebraskaMap is a gateway to Nebraska-related geospatial data and services from a wide range of state, local 

and federal agencies. 
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opment of NebraskaMap (http://nebraskamap.gov, 

Figure 1), which included a librarian from the Uni-

versity of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) on the devel-

opment taskforce. 

 

NEBRASKAMAP 

NebraskaMap is a collaborative project initiated by 

the Nebraska GIS Council under the guidance of 

the Nebraska Information Technology Commission 

(NITC). The goal of the NebraskaMap project is to 

develop a geospatial portal to enable finding and 

providing online access to Nebraska-related geo-

spatial data and services available from a wide 

range of state, local, and federal agencies. 

In 2009, the NebraskaMap Partners Committee, an 

interagency taskforce, was formed to help advise 

and guide the portal’s development and implemen-

tation. Members of the committee included: Ne-

braska GIS Council, Nebraska Office of the Chief 

Information Officer, City of Lincoln/Lancaster 

County, City of Omaha/Douglas County, Nebraska 

Department of Natural Resources, Nebraska De-

partment of Health and Human Services, Nebraska 

Department of Roads, Nebraska Emergency Man-

agement Agency, Nebraska Game and Parks Com-

mission, Sarpy County, University of Nebraska-

Lincoln Libraries, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 

School of Natural Resources, UNL Center for Ad-

vanced Land Management Information Technolo-

gies (CALMIT)/NebraskaView, and the U.S. Geo-

logical Survey. 

Two-year grant funding enabled the hiring of a 

project administrator, and for CALMIT and UNL 

to provide project management and technical lead-

ership. Along with the NebraskaMap Partners 

Committee, these agencies were responsible for 

day-to-day management of the project implementa-

tion. The UNL librarian on the NebraskaMap Part-

ners Committee was responsible for the metadata 

component of the portal. 

 

THE LIBRARIAN’S GOALS 

1. Enhance the “out-of-the-box” portal develop-

ment software to improve data searching and 

results display. 

2. Develop a customized standard for metadata 

entry (Nebraska FGDC). 

3. Through a series of workshops, teach Ne-

braskaMap Partners Committee members and 

other metadata contributors how to create 

metadata in the portal that is enhanced for user

-friendly searching and is compliant with the 

Nebraska FGDC standard. 

NebraskaMap is built on ESRI’s Geospatial Server 

Toolkit Extension version 10. Without any cus-

tomization, the out-of-the-box editing tool for the 

NAP standard requires the following fields to be 

populated: 

General information – Provides information 

about the metadata. For example, the organiza-

tion which created it, who to contact for more 

information, and the date it was created. These 

fields are automatically populated in the Ne-

braskaMap portal based on information from 

the registered users’ profiles. 

Identification – Includes the title of the spatial 

dataset or service, an abstract, and the dataset 

language. 

Citation date – Includes the time frame the 

spatial data was created or revised. 

Dataset development phase – Describes the 

currency of the data. 

Contact for resource – Includes who or which 

organization to contact about the spatial data. 

These fields are automatically populated from 

the registered users’ profiles. 

Data theme – Describes the spatial data using a 

controlled vocabulary, similar to Library of 

Congress Subject headings. The NebraskaMap 

metadata editing tool allows the metadata crea-

tor to choose from a pick list of 19 thematic 

categories. These categories were derived from 

the ISO 11915 standard. 

Spatial domain – Describes the geographic 

location of the spatial data entered in latitu-

dinal and longitudinal decimal degrees.  

Metadata reference information – Names the 

standard used to create the metadata. 

http://nebraskamap.gov
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The out-of-the-box settings for searchable fields 

are title, abstract, and data theme. The default set-

ting for the display of the results is “relevancy,” 

with the ranking based on a ratio of characters in 

the matching term/terms to overall number of char-

acters in the field. 

Outcomes of Goal One –  

Searching and Display 

The NebraskaMap Partners Committee’s portal 

development taskforce began by exporting ap-

proximately 400 metadata records from the Ne-

braska’s Department of Natural Resources spatial 

data repository. The taskforce’s librarian used 

these records to demonstrate how the relevancy 

ranking worked, and how to enhance search skills 

by the use of Apache Lucerne query syntax and 

Boolean operators. To address the issues of discov-

ery by non-specialized users, the librarian encour-

aged metadata creators in the group to include 

common descriptive terms in the metadata’s ab-

stract, as well as spell out initialisms used for 

agency names. For example, include “soil” or “soil 

survey” in the description of a SURRGO record, 

and spell out what it stands for (Soil Survey Geo-

graphic database). 

Outcomes of Goal Two –  

Customized Metadata Editing Tool 

The reasoning for developing a customized meta-

data editing tool instead of using the out-of-the box 

configuration was twofold. The first was to make it 

easy to contribute metadata directly into the por-

tal’s metadata database. Second, the librarian 

wanted to enhance searching and retrieval func-

tionality. 

Creating Metadata Made Easy 

The ESRI portal software allows registered users 

to pick from a list of GIS metadata standards. 

Upon selection, the metadata editing tool activates 

and is similar in functionality to the editing tools 

included in desktop ESRI products, such as Arc-

Catalog. The portal editing tool includes a valida-

tion function that runs a software application de-

veloped by Peter Schweitzer, the U. S. Geological 

Survey’s metadata guru. The application verifies 

compliance to the standard by parsing the created 

metadata against a template of the standard. If re-

quired fields are missing, or there are errors, the 

portal will not accept the metadata. 

At this stage of the development, the Federal Geo-

graphic Data Committee (FGDC) was still recom-

mending metadata creators use the Content Stan-

dard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM), 

the predecessor to the NAP standard. The CSDGM 

has over 300 elements, and many in the GIS com-

munity consider it bulky and out-of-date. The li-

brarian was very aware that many metadata crea-

tors found it exhausting to try to validate so many 

fields using any of ESRI’s metadata editing tools. 

With this in mind, the librarian encouraged the Ne-

braskaMap Partners Committee portal taskforce to 

develop a customized metadata editing tool that 

required a minimal number of fields to validate, 

but would be interoperable with other geospatial 

portals that were still using the CSDGM on their 

sites. Knowing what would become the minimum 

required fields in the NAP standard, the librarian 

selected fields in the CSDGM that were similar. 

These then became the required fields in the cus-

tomized Nebraska FGDC standard. The remaining 

CSDGM fields were available as optional fields. 

Thus, the metadata creator has the option to pro-

vide as complete a metadata recorded as needed, 

without being discouraged by validation problems. 

Knowing the NAP standard was on the verge of 

approval, the portal developers planned to offer 

both standards in their metadata editing tool, mak-

ing sure that any added functionality would con-

tinue to be available in both options. 

To simplify the validation process even further, the 

NebraskaMap Partners Committee portal taskforce 

wrote coding that filled in as many of the required 

fields as possible, either with information from the 

user’s profile, or from a pull-down menu. For ex-

ample, the ISO 11915 required thematic categories 

are listed in a pull-down menu from which the 

metadata creator selects the categories that best 

describe the spatial data. Fields for status and com-

pleteness are also created in this fashion. Fields 

that automatically populate are the same as in the 

NAP version of the standard, using information 

from the users’ profiles. The required field for spa-

tial domain automatically populates with the lati-

tude and longitude bounding coordinates for Ne-

braska, a feature unique to the Nebraska FGDC 

standard. The editing tool (Figure 2) allows a 
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metadata creator to zoom-in on a web mapping 

service, select the data’s location, and the bound-

ing coordinates will change accordingly. 

 

Improving Discovery 

The librarian wanted to enhance searching and re-

trieval properties of metadata created with the Ne-

braska FGDC standard. To improve discovery by 

non-specialized users, two new elements were 

added to the searchable fields of the customized 

standard.  

Purpose, the “why” the spatial dataset was created, 

is the field in which the metadata creator describes 

how the spatial data may be used. Metadata crea-

tors are encouraged to give practical examples, 

such as, “centerline street data may be used by 

realtors for the development of a web mapping 

service showing homes for sale.” 

The purpose field from the metadata record for 

SSURGO soils is another example of how to give 

practical use information. Examples of information 

that can be queried from the database are: available 

water capacity, soil reaction, salinity, flooding, 

water table, and bedrock, building site develop-

ment and engineering uses, cropland, woodland, 

rangeland, pastureland, and wildlife, and recrea-

tional development. 

The second element is a “free-term” keyword op-

tion. This option allows for the expansion of de-

scriptive terms beyond the 19 required by the ISO 

11915 standard. For example, adding the terms 

“soil,” “soil type,” or even “dirt” to the searchable 

keyword field of the metadata record for the SUR-

RGO database increases the likelihood that non- 

Figure 2. The NebraskaMap editing tool automatically populates with the latitude and longitude bounding coordinates 

as the metadata creator zooms in on the data’s location. 
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specialized users would retrieve the record (Figure 

3). On the other hand, retrieval by browsing re-

cords indexed under the controlled vocabulary 

heading of “agriculture and farming” is less likely 

by a non-specialized user, and would be too time 

consuming for efficient retrieval.  

 

Outcomes of Goal Three –  

Metadata Workshops 

 

As part of the two-year project, the portal develop-

ment taskforce planned a series of training work-

shops using NebraskaMap. The project administra-

tor, a representative from CALMIT, and the librar-

ian developed and conducted the workshops. Each 

training session lasted roughly two hours with an-

other hour set aside to assist attendees with intro-

ducing their metadata to the portal. Attendees were 

asked to provide assessments of the software, por-

tal, and web. These sessions were held on July 28, 

July 30, August 3, and August 5 of 2010 on the 

UNL campus in Lincoln, Nebraska. Topics ad-

dressed included registering for the portal, editing 

metadata in ESRI’s ArcCatalog for the purpose of 

importing into the portal, the Nebraska FGDC 

standard, and searching for metadata. The last part 

of the training allowed time for attendees to import 

or create their own metadata. 

 

To address the issues of discovery and improved 

search results by non-specialized users, the task-

force’s librarian introduced additional components 

to the traditional metadata training module. These 

included information on how metadata works, how 

to construct a search that will get the information 

wanted, and the importance of standards. Each 

field in the Nebraska FGDC standard was de-

scribed and explained. The librarian constructed  

different search scenarios to demonstrate how rele-

vancy ranking works, and then gave examples of 

how to construct the title, abstract, purpose, and 

keyword fields to improve discovery. In addition, 

the librarian gave attendees refresher tips on how 

to use Apache Lucerne query syntax and Boolean 

operators to improve search techniques. The goal 

of the training sessions was for attendees to have 

enough experience to be able to import a metadata 

record from ESRI’s ArcCatalog, or to create their 

own and submit the metadata for approval. To 

date, 77 additional metadata records have been 

added to the NebraskaMap metadata database by 

workshop attendees.  

 

Figure 3. Free-term keywords create “search savvy” records. 
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CONCLUSION 

Librarians are experienced in the development of 

online library catalogs. This experience brings a 

unique perspective to the development of spatial 

data catalogs. Librarians provide expertise in three 

areas. First is their understanding of how coding 

within the metadata records effects the display and 

retrieval of query results. Second, their knowledge 

of Apache Lucerne query syntax and Boolean op-

erators improve searching skills. Third, their fa-

miliarity with cataloging standards for library re-

sources, such as Anglo-American Cataloging Rules 

(AACR2), leads to the understanding of geospatial 

metadata standards. Incorporating a librarian’s per-

spective during the development of a geospatial 

portal increases the functionality of the metadata 

catalog, and thus, increases the chances of discov-

ery of spatial data by both experienced and novice 

users. 

 

WHAT’S NEXT? 

 

The NebraskaMap Partners Committee continues 

to support the portal on a volunteer basis, with 

hopes of permanent funding from the State of Ne-

braska during the next budget cycle. The UNL Li-

braries continue to participate in the project 

through the teaching of workshops on metadata, 

customizing the portal’s metadata editing tools, 

and monitoring contributed metadata.  
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CHARACTERISTICS OF GEOSCIENCE LIBRARIES AND ASSOCIATED  

TECHNOLOGY/USER-DRIVEN LIBRARY STRATEGIES: A SURVEY 

Lisa G. Dunn  

Arthur Lakes Library 

Colorado School of Mines 

 

Abstract — A 2009 survey of geoscience librarians provides qualitative information on librarians’ roles as 

specialists, library collections, and the physical library’s space and function within the organization. The 

libraries represented in the survey vary across mission, size, user population, and budget. Respondents’ 

perceptions of their libraries can help gauge the impact of technology and user expectations on decisions to 

manage library resources. Geoscience libraries, like most libraries, have experienced economic adversity 

and critical review of their value to the hosting organization. This is very much the case for many libraries 

in the current period of severe economic downturn in the United States. However, in this case user behav-

iors and technological applications in the information industry have developed to the point where it is feasi-

ble for libraries and their organizations to see library services in different ways and respond accordingly. 

Web-based information tools, virtual environments, electronic publishing, digital archives, and resource 

sharing capabilities provide viable options to the traditional library and encourage changes in the nature of 

the geoscience library.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

At the annual meeting of the Geoscience Informa-

tion Society (GSIS), held in conjunction with the 

2009 Geological Society of America Annual Meet-

ing, one of the topics of discussion was the eco-

nomic downturn and the funding climate for librar-

ies. There was worry that reports of downsizing, 

consolidations, loss of space, and changing profes-

sional roles indicated a trend of diminishing access 

to specialized geoscience resources.  

A survey was formulated to develop simple base-

line data on the status of geoscience libraries with 

respect to librarians’ titles, collections, and space,  

and the perceived impact of changes. Survey re-

sults are presented here. The results and respon-

dents’ comments provide a basis for discussing 

trends and the options available for geoscience li-

braries to manage change. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Statistical data on libraries, including collection 

size, number of staff, square footage, seating, etc., 

is already aggregated by professional organizations 

such as  the Association for College and Research 

Libraries (ACRL) and the National Center for Edu-

cation Statistics (NCES). Numerical data are im-

portant for determining overall trends and changes 

in the information industry. However, numerical 

data don’t tell a complete story. Quantifiable 

changes (changing collection size, etc.) will have 

different impacts depending on the library site. 

Some changes are not scalable and would hit a 

small library much harder than a large library. Li-

braries may also experience shifts in subject focus, 

collection maintenance, program support, service 

philosophy, or user population which necessitate a 

change in how they do business, causing numbers 

to rise or fall anomalously without sufficient con-

text.  

This brief survey aimed to gather respondents’ 

qualitative assessments of their libraries’ resources 

and, indirectly, institutional support. The survey 

was designed in a simple way to address how insti-

tutions are supporting their geoscience information 

resources. To do this, the survey questions focused 

on subjects that are significant resource commit-

ments on the part of the home institution—the con-

cept of a “geoscience library” and specialist librar-
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ian, collections, and physical space.  

A 10-question survey (see Appendix) was devel-

oped using the web-based SurveyMonkey™. The 

survey link was sent out in late 2009 to Geonet, the 

GSIS listserv, with a request to forward the link to 

other geoscience librarians. The initial intent of the 

survey was to gather data on geoscience libraries in 

the U.S., but no international restrictions were ap-

plied. Most of the responses were collected within 

30 days of the survey’s distribution. 

Respondents represented a range from large multi-

disciplinary libraries to small specialized libraries, 

and included libraries from academic institutions, 

government agencies, professional societies, and 

corporations. SurveyMonkey™ (2010) includes 

analytical tools that were used to cross-compare 

selected responses. Due to the nature of the survey 

questions, responses were not always standardized. 

To minimize error, responses were checked against 

the respondent’s comments as well as the official 

website of the responding library and/or institution 

to clarify facts or provide sufficient context to ana-

lyze the data in a consistent manner. 

 

RESULTS 

Institutions & Subject Focus 

There were 67 respondents representing 66 institu-

tions. Of these responses, the majority (56) were 

from U.S. institutions and ten were from interna-

tional institutions. Academic libraries comprised 

the majority of responders at 52 (79%), eight of 

which were international. The remainder were re-

search/professional society libraries (7), corporate 

libraries (3), and government agency libraries (4). 

Respondents’ libraries were categorized by subject 

specialization and responses were checked for ac-

curacy against institutional website and/or institu-

tional mission statement. For the purposes of this 

survey: 

 “Geosciences” include the physical sci-

ences of the earth, water, and atmosphere, 

as well as planetary geology.  

 “Science and Technology” (ST) includes 

the traditional physical sciences such as 

physics, mathematics, chemistry, astron-

omy, and engineering disciplines based in 

the physical sciences.  

Type of Library by Subject 

Thirty (45%) respondents’ libraries were desig-

nated as geoscience libraries and 25 (26%) as ST 

libraries with geoscience resources (Figure 1). The 

remainder were designated as general or multi-use 

libraries that included geoscience resources within 

their main collections, for example, the main li-

brary at a general university. 

 

Staff Titles 

Staff titles are an indication of the organization’s 

commitment from a resources standpoint. Job du-

ties are often flexible and not always apparent to 

outsiders. Titles are a more formal designation that 

reflects the organization’s support for a subject-

specialist librarian. Geoscience librarians comprise 

45% of respondents (Figure 2). There was almost 

complete (but not total) overlap with those respon-

dents in geoscience libraries (Figure 1).  

Conversely, over half (55%) of the respondents 

were not designated as geoscience librarians. A  

Figure 1. Respondents by type of library. 

Figure 2. Respondents’ staff titles. 
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significant number (38%) were ST librarians 

whose responsibilities include geoscience subjects. 

The remainder were general librarians or other 

staff with geoscience responsibilities.  

Subject Responsibilities 

This is a more specific, and possibly a more accu-

rate, reflection of the institution’s priorities in how 

their librarians’ expertise and effort is allocated. 

Despite job title, advanced degree, or experience, if 

a librarian is responsible for managing multiple 

distinct subjects in addition to geosciences their 

support for any one of those subjects is going to be 

challenged if not outright limited.  

Figure 3 shows a breakdown of subject responsi-

bilities. “Geoscience” and “ST” are defined above. 

The “Other” category covers all other disciplines, 

including biological and life sciences, social sci-

ences, and arts and humanities.  

Even though 45% of respondents are geoscience 

librarians (from Figure 2), only 26% of  

respondents are responsible solely for geoscience 

subjects. Almost 30% of respondents have one or 

more ST subject responsibilities in addition to geo-

sciences. Eighteen percent of respondents have 

responsibility for the geosciences plus one or more 

other subjects. Survey responses on these other 

subjects ranged from earth-related subjects, such as 

agriculture and ecology, to distinctly separate sub-

jects, including nursing, psychology, and econom-

ics. Some respondents listed up to a half dozen 

separate other subjects as their responsibility. A 

considerable 27% of respondents listed geo-

sciences plus one or more ST subjects PLUS one 

or more other subjects as their responsibility—a 

wide range to spread subject expertise. 

Of note: Geospatial sciences such as GIS, cartogra-

phy, and geography are included in ‘Other,’ rather 

than in Geosciences or ST. This categorization is 

certainly not universal and in this case is ascribed 

to the nature of this survey. Geoscience libraries 

often integrate geospatial and geographical data 

into their collections; there can be considerable 

overlap with an institution’s other map resources, 

for example. However, the target population for 

the survey was specifically those librarians respon-

sible for geoscience collections. No attempt was 

made to widen the survey responses by contacting 

geospatial librarian groups. As a comparison, geo-

spatial and geography disciplines separated out 

from the other category are illustrated in Figure 4.  

Regarding changes in their subject responsibilities, 

about half of the respondents indicated that their 

responsibilities were about the same (Figure 5).  

This was initially interpreted to mean that the  

Figure 3. Responsibilities categorized by type of subject. 

Figure 4. Subject responsibilities, as in Figure 3, with 

geospatial/geographic subjects separated.  

Figure 5. Changes in respondents’ subject 

responsibilities. 
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librarians were not assigned additional subject re-

sponsibilities, but after reviewing survey com-

ments it could also represent librarians hired to fill 

a restructured position that included additional sub-

ject responsibilities from, for example, eliminated 

or vacant staff positions.  

Collections 

Collections represent a major commitment of re-

sources, whether in digital or print format. Given 

the proliferation of electronic publications, de-

mands on institutional resources, and changing 

user expectations, the choices geoscience librarians 

make for their collections have been a running 

topic of discussion.  

 

Print vs. Digital Collections 

Not surprisingly, a large majority of respondents 

categorized their collections as a mix of print and 

digital resources (Figure 6). Digital formats are 

increasingly popular but many core geoscience 

resources are not available digitally, not affordable 

locally, or not suitable (as e-formats) for the li-

brary’s purposes. Few libraries were categorized as 

the extremes of either almost all print or almost all 

digital. 

Changes in Print Collections 

All respondents answered this survey question. 

Weeding, expanding, consolidating, or making use 

of storage tend to be interrelated—for example, if 

your library is moving materials to storage, it may 

have been driven by a loss of space or a major ac-

quisition, and it makes good sense to weed storage-

bound materials beforehand. Respondents were 

asked to choose all responses that apply to a 

change in print collections over the past five years.  

About half of the libraries responding (34) reported 

a steady state in terms of the size of their print col-

lections over the past five  years (Figure 7). Given 

the multiple response options, respondents could 

indicate whether this was a static or dynamic con-

dition; eight of these libraries reported achieving 

steady state by significant weeding, acquisitions, 

and/or transfer to storage. 

Sixteen respondents reported expanding their print 

collections significantly over the past five years. 

Of these, 13 also weeded and/or made significant 

use of storage. About a third (22) of respondents 

reported moving a significant amount of print ma-

terials to storage over the past five years. Of these, 

five libraries reported significant expansions of 

their print collections due to acquisitions, indicat-

ing that space was a factor in moving items to stor-

age.  

It’s not clear what the driving factors in the use of 

storage were for the other respondents, but in the 

accompanying comments, 26 respondents indi-

cated that availability of e-publications (journals, 

back runs, e-books, government publications) was 

a factor in the status of their print collections; nine 

respondents reported a loss of available space; and 

16 reported policy/budget changes (discarding du-

plicates, acquisitions changes, managing less-used 

items, etc.). Storage was a one-way activity; no 

respondent reported transferring materials back out 

of storage. 

Many respondents’ libraries are already part of a 

Figure 6. Categorization of geoscience collections from 

as print and/or digital. 

Figure 7. Changes in the print collections (past 5 years) 

compared with anticipated changes in the future. 
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general or shared library facility (see Figure 1). 

Among the others, of the six libraries reporting 

consolidation of their resources with another li-

brary, five reported significant weeding and/or re-

moval of print materials to storage for a net reduc-

tion of on-site print materials. Consolidation repre-

sents a change in the character of these libraries, 

but whether that change is neutral, positive, or 

negative must be determined by those on site. 

While loss of access to print materials or relocation 

to a less convenient site can be a problem for users, 

consolidation can also involve long-delayed weed-

ing projects, a calculated response to changing user 

needs, or expanded access to resources. 

Future Plans for the Print Collections 

There were 40 responses to the survey question 

asking about future plans for print collections. Fig-

ure 7 shows a comparison of responses between 

past changes in the print collections and expecta-

tions for the future. (“Steady state” was not a sur-

vey response option for this question so a compari-

son is not available here.) It’s worth noting that 

fewer respondents expect to expand their print col-

lections significantly in the future and more antici-

pate consolidation.  

Physical Space 

Space is another major resource commitment on 

the part of the institution. Whether a library has a 

stand-alone facility or shares space within a build-

ing, there is often concern that the library may lose 

space to others’ offices, labs, or classrooms.  

Changes in Physical Space 

All respondents answered this question. Forty 

(about 60%) reported maintaining a steady state 

(Figure 8). “Lost space” and “run out of space”  

were closely correlated—those that lost space 

tended to have run out of space as well. Libraries 

that moved their facilities were slightly more likely 

to lose space.  

Future Plans for Space 

There were 39 responses to the survey question 

asking about future plans for library space. Figure 

8 shows a comparison of responses between past 

changes in space availability and expectations for 

the future. (“Steady state” was not a survey re-

sponse option for this question, so a comparison is 

not available here.) Of these, 17 respondents an-

ticipated running out of space, and ten expected to 

lose space. Thirteen respondents expected to be 

moving their facilities or their comments indicated 

that they were in the planning stages to do so. This 

number is comparable with those libraries that 

planned to consolidate (Figure 7). 

General Comments 

Thirty-eight respondents contributed final com-

ments. Responses were assigned the following 

categories: 

 E-publications. Most of these comments 

concerned adding e-content to the collec-

tions; some respondents referred to licens-

ing issues and subscription cancellations. 

 Cancelling or no longer acquiring print 

titles. 

 Changes in how the library is doing busi-

ness. Many comments referred to space 

use, and specifically the space needs of 

collections vs. study space and making 

room for other functions (lab space, of-

fices, etc.). 

 Staffing, specifically the lack of staff to 

support library services. 

 Outreach and technology. Comments con-

cerned activities to reach users through 

web-based applications such as social net-

working and providing expanded access to 

technology. 

 Renovation/space. Respondents referred to 

renovations completed, in progress, or 

planned, and new space becoming avail-

able.  

 

Figure 8. Changes in space (past 5 years) compared with 

anticipated changes in the future. 
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DISCUSSION 

Survey Results 

There are several themes that can be identified 

from the responses (Figure 9). At many institutions 

the geosciences are still supported as a specialized 

subject, either through a stand-alone library or 

through subject-specialist staff in a larger science/

technology library. [Bell (2009) predicts a poor 

future for special branch libraries in the face of 

institutional cutbacks; Pinfield (2001) argues in 

favor of the subject librarian system that, “because 

of its user focus, is a flexible one, which is able to 

respond and expectations.”] 

Other institutions find their needs or budgets best 

met by treating the geosciences as one of multiple 

subjects supported by a single librarian or a subject 

team. Position titles for these librarians varied. 

Multidisciplinary ties are common, particularly ties 

with other ST subjects. Many librarians manage a 

range of subjects in addition to their professional 

expertise as librarians. Managing increased subject 

and other responsibilities seems to be part of a long

-term trend where budgets, multi-tasking, and tech-

nology converge (Miller, 2000). Meier (2010) indi-

cates that job titles for ST librarians seem to be 

reflecting “the responsibilities of multiple tradi-

tional librarian jobs.” In a long-term study, Osorio 

(1999) identified a decades-long trend of an in-

creased number of responsibilities for ST librari-

ans. 

Most respondents view their libraries as being in 

equilibrium in terms of print collections and space, 

and their collections are a mix of print and digital 

resources at this point. Most respondents expect to 

have more e-resources, smaller print collections, 

and less space in the future. [Results were similar 

in a 2007 survey on what GSIS members thought 

the geoscience library would be like in 2017 

(Scott, 2008).] These conclusions are not particu-

larly surprising—it’s like having a map that con-

firms that you are headed where you suspected —

but it’s a good idea to have the confirmation all the 

same. 

Strategies for Change 

In the past, before widespread use of technology, 

libraries had a limited range of responses to 

change—there were no alternatives to print other 

than microforms, a loss of space meant a loss of 

access to either collections or public seating, and 

most users were limited to items available locally. 

The information industry has changed, of course, 

and many of the ideas, applications, and strategies 

to meet user demands for information have been 

technologically possible for years. [Pruett (1986) 

and Miller (2000) describe library practices and the 

adoption of electronic resources at different stages 

in the process.] 

However, it has taken time for these changes to 

become part of our practical information land-

scape. Librarians needed to acquire the experience 

and/or mindset necessary to apply technology-

based strategies successfully. Libraries needed li-

brarians with the technological skills and examples 

of others’ successful innovations before pursuing 

new approaches. Those who wanted to collaborate 

and network needed others at a similar technologi-

cal level to partner with. Publishers needed to be 

on board with rich, useable e-content—from meta-

data downloads to e-publications, digital archives, 

and open access collections. Technological appli-

cations and user expectations have developed to 

the point where it is not only possible, but feasible, 

for libraries to see information services in very 

different ways and respond quickly to change, and 

for more libraries to take advantage of these ap-

plications—think social bookmarking, RSS feeds, 

mashups, Webinars, blogs, YouTube training vid-

eos, Google Scholar linking, QR codes, geocach-

ing… 

User behaviors are grounded in an expanding fa-

miliarity with computers and, increasingly, with 

powerful personal technology devices. (“Is there 

an app for that?”) Users have the expectation of 

Figure 9. General survey comments grouped by theme. 
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ease and instant access to content. Users are more 

ready to accept something different from the tradi-

tional library built almost exclusively around print 

collections. At the same time, users have come to 

value the physical space of the library as a place to 

congregate, study, socialize, do research, or relax 

while having instant and easy access to technology 

and data (Gerke and Maness, 2010). Scott’s survey 

respondents predicted that “the library as place will 

be more important than it is today” (Scott, 2008); 

in 2010, we’re seeing that prediction come true. 

Our institutions’ expectations have also been al-

tered by the alternatives to traditional library ser-

vices and their adoption by ST library peers. Insti-

tutions see possibilities and examples from other 

sites that were not available or were too risky 

(bleeding edge) in the past. The possibilities them-

selves are neither inherently beneficial nor detri-

mental; what works for one institution’s library 

and user population will not necessarily work for 

another. However, the possibilities allow libraries 

more flexibility in developing strategies for the 

future to meet user needs and manage resources, 

and to position themselves advantageously within 

their institutions. 
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Survey Questions 

1. What is the name of your library and institution/

organization? 

2. What is your title? 

3. What subjects (earth science and any others) are 

you responsible for supporting? 

4. Do you categorize your earth science collection 

as: 

 Almost all digital 

 Mostly digital 

 Mix of digital and print 

 Mostly print 

 Almost all print 

 

5. In the past 5 years, has your earth science 

“print” collection (select all that apply): 

 Been weeded significantly 

 Expanded with the addition of significant 

print materials 

 Consolidated with other library collections 

 Been “unconsolidated” (separated out from 

other library collections) 

 Moved significant amounts to remote stor-

age 

 Transferred significant amounts from re-

mote storage 

 Maintained a (mostly) steady state 

 

6. Details on your response to Question 5? 

[Opportunity to add comments] 

7. Are there plans to do any of the following in the 

future (select all that apply): 

 Weed significantly 

 Expand with the addition of significant 

print materials 

 Consolidate with other library collections 

 “Unconsolidate” (separate out from other 

library collections) 

 Move significant amounts to remote stor-

age 

 Transfer significant amounts from remote 

storage 

 

8. In the past 5 years, has your library (select all 

that apply): 

 Gained physical space 

 Lost physical space 

 Run out of physical space 

 Moved to a different space and/or a differ-

ent building 

 Remained at a (mostly) steady state 

 

9. Are there plans (or do you expect) to do any of 

the following in the future (select all that apply): 

 Gain physical space 

 Lose physical space 

 Run out of physical space 

 Move to a different space and/or a differ-

ent building 

 

10. Any comments you’d like to share? 

APPENDIX 
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USGS LIBRARY TRAINING AND OUTREACH:  

FINDING AND USING SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE AND DATA 

Emily C. Wild  

U.S. Geological Survey Library 

ecwild@usgs.gov 

 

 

Abstract — Scientists utilize interdisciplinary information sources from varied science and geographic 

areas. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Library provides access and training for these continually 

developed sources. These internal training sessions and external outreach activities are presented by USGS 

librarians to enhance dissemination of information to USGS scientists, the geoscience community, and 

other librarians within the Rocky Mountains. 

For the past two years, the USGS Library has provided internal USGS monthly training sessions online 

(national) and in person (local) on topics such as navigating USGS Library and USGS science area 

websites, access and use personal bibliographic software, electronic full-text documents, grey literature, 

geospatial data resources, USGS software, and USGS raw data. Currently, USGS librarians are developing 

nine training modules that will be available online to USGS employees. My presentation will provide an 

overview of current USGS library training sessions and outreach activities and address future collaborations 

within the geoscience and library communities. 
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E-SCIENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 

 

 

Rebecca Reznik-Zellen and Maxine Schmidt*  

Integrated Sciences and Engineering Library 

University of Massachusetts Amherst 

mschmidt@library.umass.edu  

 

Abstract — In 2008, an ad hoc committee of science librarians from the five campuses of the University of 

Massachusetts met to discuss the challenges of e-science and prepare the Libraries for their role in e-science 

initiatives. In order to effectively collaborate with and earn the trust of researchers generating data sets, 

librarians must be aware of trends in scientific research fields and be familiar with the methodologies used 

in different disciplines. The committee decided to plan a series of events to inform and prepare science 

librarians to engage research faculty as a first step toward active participation in e-science projects. An 

initial effort was to establish our own set of Principles Fundamental to the Role of the University of 

Massachusetts Research Libraries in e-Science, modeled on the principles presented by the ARL Joint Task 

Force of Library Support for e-Science in its Report, “Agenda for Developing e-Science in Research 

Libraries” (Joint Task Force on Library Support for E-Science, Association of Research Libraries, 2007). 

As we began work on these projects, it quickly became apparent that even on the Ad Hoc Committee only a 

handful of librarians had formal science education or experience. Since then, the Libraries have organized 

three annual events to increase our awareness and knowledge base: a cross-campus Symposium each spring 

on e-Science, designed to open a dialog between research faculty and librarians to identify and establish 

fruitful collaborations; a Professional Development Day, focusing on bench research of a single discipline 

or lab; and “Science Boot Camp for Librarians,” a low-cost, regional professional development program 

designed as a casual but intensive immersion event into selected scientific subjects. Finally, we are 

identifying collaborative, data-intensive research projects already underway on and among our campuses. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In the fall of 2008, science librarians from the five 

campuses of the University of Massachusetts 

(UMass) system met as an ad hoc committee to 

discuss the Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ Life 

Science Initiative, a multi-million dollar undertak-

ing designed to enable research partnerships be-

tween University researchers and the private sec-

tor. Two schemes emerged from that meeting. The 

first, concerning the sharing of electronic resources 

among the five campuses to facilitate the collabo-

ration described in the Initiative, is ongoing but 

beset with problems, owing to licensing costs 

based on FTEs and the disparity in size among the 

campuses. The second scheme, how to deal with 

the expected large datasets resulting from the ac-

tivities sponsored by the Initiative, has fared much 

better. 

In the past few years, librarians have been hearing 

about the “data deluge”—the rising wave of data 

resulting from collaborative research using more 

powerful, networked computing, called e-science 

or cyberinfrastructure. This has given rise to the 

fear that this data, poorly stored and managed, will 

be lost to future researchers. The UMass librarians 

understood that the Life Science Initiative would 

likely generate a data flood, and determined to see 

what, if any, steps could be taken to prepare for it. 

The committee realized that educating librarians 

about e-science would have to be a primary goal, 

and to that end, developed three annual profes-

sional development events. 

 

e-SCIENCE SYMPOSIA 

Beginning with 2009, the committee has planned 
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an annual e-science symposium. The day-long 

meetings, hosted by the Lamar Soutter Library at 

the University of Massachusetts Medical School, 

are were an opportunity for librarians from the 

New England region to learn about e-science,  in-

formation resources available, and how they might 

support their own institutions and work with their 

colleagues at other institutions to develop pro-

grams to support data-driven research. The 2009 

Symposium featured talks on bioinformatics data-

bases and the Stem Cell Registry as examples of 

current e-science projects, and a breakout session 

in which small groups of attendees addressed ques-

tions about data at their own institutions and the 

parts libraries and librarians could play in e-

science projects. The results of those discussions 

helped guide subsequent e-science events. The sec-

ond symposium, held in 2010, focused more 

closely on the roles of libraries and librarians in the 

research enterprise. In 2011, the theme was the 

management and fate of research data. Since 2010, 

poster sessions illustrating library e-science initia-

tives have been a part of the symposia.  

 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAYS 

The committee has designed Professional Develop-

ment Days (PDD) to expose librarians to bench 

science in a single lab or discipline. The focus has 

been on new or emerging areas of research. The 

first PDD was held at the Center for Stem Cell Bi-

ology and Regenerative Medicine at the University 

of Massachusetts Medical School (UMMS) in 

2009. The talks included an overview of the Inter-

national Stem Cell Registry at UMMS, intellectual 

property issues and patents, and bioethical consid-

erations of stem cell research. After lunch, the 

sixty participants toured laboratories and ended 

with a discussion of the roles and opportunities for 

librarians. “Nanotechnology in the Health and Ap-

plied Sciences: Implications for Librarians and 

Researchers” (also known as “Nanoday”), the sec-

ond PDD, was held at the University of Massachu-

setts Amherst in 2010. The talks covered nanotech-

nology as related to cancer research and health top-

ics, and were followed by lab tours, a talk on intel-

lectual property and a presentation by MIT librari-

ans Katherine McNeill, Anne Graham, and Amy 

Stout, titled “Data Curation 101.” The third PDD, 

in March of 2011, was titled “Scientific Data Man-

agement: Pulling the Pieces Together.” Jian Qin, 

from the School of Information Studies at Syracuse 

University, gave a half-day presentation, followed 

by practical analysis of the prospects for develop-

ing a data duration program at each librarian’s in-

stitution. 

 

SCIENCE BOOT CAMP 2009 

As the committee planned the Professional Devel-

opment Days and the Symposia, it quickly became 

clear that only a small fraction of the committee 

had any formal background in science. This is typi-

cal of the larger science librarian community; re-

searchers have reported that the proportion of sci-

ence librarians with undergraduate or graduate sci-

ence degrees has remained around 30 percent for 

the past twenty-five years (Liu and Wei, 1993;  

Mount, 1985; Ortega and Brown, 2005; Winston, 

2001). [This figure is nearly double when only 

physical science librarians are considered (Hooper-

Lane, 1999; Ortega and Brown, 2005).] Further-

more, all members of the committee struggled to 

keep current with developments in the traditional 

science disciplines, and, while they were aware of 

emerging new fields of research, were not at all 

familiar with the scope of these new areas, and felt 

a sense of urgency to learn more quickly. In order 

to create a bond of trust and effectively engage 

with the research community, the committee un-

derstood that librarians would need to have some 

understanding of the nature of a research disci-

pline, as well as vocabulary and a context for the 

science. From this insight, the idea for Science 

Boot Camp for Librarians was born, and a Boot 

Camp Planning Committee was formed. 

Planning 

From the beginning, the Planning Committee faced 

the challenges of geography, limited funding and 

lack of time to plan. Given these constraints, Boot 

Camp was initially conceived as a workshop-type 

event for the UMass science librarians, using re-

searchers from the UMass campuses, to be held on 

a UMass campus after classes ended for the 2009 

spring semester. Librarians from other institutions 

in the region expressed interest, however, and Boot 

Camp quickly grew from an in-service training to a 
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regional event. 

The three topics for Boot Camp were chosen by 

the larger group, based on data intensive research 

conducted on their own campuses. The committee 

decided that each topic would be covered in a half-

day session, and would consist of an overview, 

followed by a closer look at a specific project. Pro-

fessors, researchers, and graduate students from 

two UMass campuses and Harvard University 

agreed to speak. The committee asked them to ad-

dress their talks to educated non-specialists. After 

the final presentation, the committee planned an 

open discussion with all participants involving next 

steps in e-science at our institutions. 

The Planning Committee chose June 24-26, 2009, 

as the dates of the Camp, sent descriptions of the 

event to the conference services offices on each of 

the five UMass campuses, and asked for quotes to 

host it. UMass Dartmouth was chosen as the 

venue. The Conferencing and Events Services Of-

fice at Dartmouth provided dormitory lodging, ca-

tering (two breakfasts, two lunches, one dinner, 

and three snack breaks), and registration. The li-

brary at Dartmouth was well-suited to Boot Camp. 

There was a large, open space for the talks, com-

puters available in the nearby Learning Commons, 

and an area with tables that served for meals and 

snacks. A member of the committee from each of 

the campuses agreed to provide promotional 

items—such as pens and sticky notes—for the con-

ference packets. 

The Planning Committee felt that the proposed 

intensive, two-and-a-half-day event would be 

deadly without some light entertainment and dis-

tractions. Riffing on a stereotype, the committee 

decided on a “Nonsensible Shoe Contest” for the 

first evening’s activities. Dinner at a local harbor  

restaurant was planned for the second evening. 

One especially creative member of the committee 

designed and produced merit badges for each of 

the three topics, which were given in exchange for 

the camper’s evaluation sheet for each session. (see 

Figure 1.) 

Funding 

The UMass Amherst and the UMass Medical 

School Library Directors pledged $5,000 to fund 

the Camp. In addition, the National Network of 

Libraries of Medicine-New England Region 

(NNLM-NER) provided $1,200 and the Boston 

Library Consortium gave the Camp $800. With 

$7,000 in hand, and an estimated 60 potential 

campers, the committee was able to set the regis-

tration fee at $200. This covered food and lodging 

for two-and-a-half days, as well as all conference 

materials. 

Many of the tools used for planning the camp were 

either free or were resources already present and 

available at the UMass campuses. A wiki served as 

a planning document, many meetings were con-

ducted via conference call (organized with a free 

online scheduling and polling service), and public-

ity was accomplished using listserves. The Boot 

Camp “website” was constructed via UMass Am-

herst’s LibGuides subscription. The site (http://

guides.library.umass.edu/bootcamp) provided in-

formation on the topics to be covered, the instruc-

tors, the schedule, some preparatory reading, direc-

tions to the UMass Dartmouth campus, and a link 

to the registration site. 

Results 

The first Science Boot Camp for Librarians was 

very successful. The evaluations were consistently 

favorable, and almost all participants said they 

would attend another Boot Camp. The registration 

was considered to be very reasonable, and the top-

ics important and timely. The camaraderie of col-

leagues was deemed especially valuable. One 

camper commented that he would have liked to 

have more people from his institution attend. On 

the negative side, some participants said that two 

very technical topics were a lot to absorb in one 

day, and others wished for hands-on activities. Re-

spondents considered the chosen subjects to be 

relevant (89%) and valuable (65%) and rated the 

Figure 1. Merit badges for 2009 Boot Camp. L-R, GIS, 

Bioinformatics, Nanotechnology. Designed and produced 

by Sally Gore, Lamar Soutter Library, University of 

Massachusetts Medical School. 
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content of each subject session similarly well (80% 

and 65% respectively). Although some participants 

felt that a one- or two-day event would be better, 

most favored the three-day format. Given that this 

event was an experiment, and was conceived, 

planned, and executed in less than seven months, 

the Planning Committee was very pleased with the 

results. At the final session, where all participants 

met for discussion, there was overwhelming sup-

port for a second Boot Camp. The discussion was 

also rich with ideas for future projects for regional 

science librarians. 

 

SCIENCE BOOT CAMP 2010 

Following the enthusiastic response to the first 

Boot Camp, the UMass science librarians proposed 

a second. Structured much the same as the first, the 

second Boot Camp was held June 9-11, 2010, at 

the University of Massachusetts Lowell. Sixty-

three registered campers participated, mostly from 

the New England-New York region. Word of the 

2009 Camp had spread and campers from as far 

away as Utah and New Mexico registered; one 

camper even travelled from Alberta, Canada. Ge-

netics, climate change, and remote sensing were 

the topics for the second camp. The instructors rep-

resented four of the five University of Massachu-

setts campuses. This time we asked the instructors 

to provide us with any preparative material they 

thought would be useful to the campers and posted 

links to it on the Boot Camp website. The diver-

sions were similar to the first camp and included a 

lobster and clam dinner. Since the sing-along was 

so popular at the first camp, registrants were en-

couraged to bring musical instruments. For this 

camp, the especially creative member of the Plan-

ning Committee produced another set of merit 

badges for the new topics, and copies of the Camp 

Songs of the Science Boot Camp for Librarians, 

containing titles such as “Little Data Sets” (sung to 

the tune of “Little Boxes” by Malvina Reynolds) 

and “High Tech” (sung to the tune of “High 

Hopes” by J. van Heusen and S. Cahn). As with 

the first Boot Camp, evaluations were positive, but 

once again, participants asked for hands-on work 

with the topics. 

After the 2010 Camp, the organizers received re-

quests from other institutions to participate in the 

planning of future Boot Camps. After some consid-

eration, the group agreed that librarians from out-

side the University of Massachusetts system—but 

in the New England region—would be permitted to 

join the planning group if their institutions contrib-

uted $1,000 to that year’s camp, just as each of the 

University of Massachusetts campuses do. For the 

2011 Boot Camp, three new institutions—Tufts 

University (Medford, Massachusetts), Worcester 

Polytechnic Institute (Massachusetts) and the Uni-

versity of Connecticut (Storrs)—joined. Besides 

additional funding, this move brings to the group 

new planners with new ideas, a wider choice of 

venues, and a larger number of potential instruc-

tors. 

In 2011, the Science Boot Camp for Librarians will 

be held at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. The 

registration costs remain unchanged since the first 

camp. 

 

SCIENCE BOOT CAMP FOR LIBRARIANS 

AS A MODEL 

The planners feel that the camp can serve as a 

model for similar low-budget, “home-grown” 

events which can provide learning opportunities in 

any research area, not only science. Here we offer 

some suggestions for others who would like to 

stage their own Boot Camp.  

 A community of regional institutions is 

essential. While one institution could pro-

duce a Boot Camp, much of the value 

comes from working with people from 

different institutions and institutional 

“cultures.” In addition, a consortium of 

some sort creates a larger pool of research-

ers to draw on for speakers. Planning and 

execution is easier with a regional group, 

which also provides a natural audience for 

the camp. 

 Institutional support is vital. Each of the 

five library directors contributed funds to 

the camp, permitted librarians to spend 

time planning it, and provided administra-

tive support such as signing authorizations 

for venue reservations and expenditures. 

 Use what is at hand. LibGuides, blogs, 

wikis, dormitories, researchers, local    
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attractions, and the talent in the planning 

group all helped to keep the cost low. Each 

campus contributed some promotional 

items such as pens or sticky notes for 

“swag.” 

  Integrate fun into the camp. Merit 

badges and camp songs made the project 

seem much less like work, both for organ-

izers and attendees. Every member of the 

group revealed a previously unknown gift 

for organization and leadership, music, 

visual arts, or humor. In the same way, it is 

important to find researchers who are en-

gaging speakers. 

 

It’s not clear to us yet how scalable Boot Camp is. 

It seems that camaraderie and community would 

decrease as the number of participants increases. 

On the other hand, costs might be further reduced 

with a larger group. So far, no camp has attracted 

more than 63 participants. Even this number makes 

hands-on learning difficult to manage. 
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¹ This paper was presented at session T17. Geologic Maps, Digital Geologic Maps, and Derivatives from Geologic and 

Geophysical Maps (Posters) on Monday, November 1, 2010. The poster may be downloaded from the GSA confer-

ence website: http://gsa.confex.com/gsa/viewHandout.cgi?uploadid=483.  

QUICK AND EASY MAP MASHUPS ¹ 

 

 

Cynthia Prosser* and Monica Pereira  

Science Library 

University of Georgia 

cprosser@uga.edu and pokey@uga.edu  

 

 

Abstract — Map mashups are an increasingly popular way of visually expressing spatial features and are a 

quick and simple way of presenting cartographic information without investing in a more powerful, 

expensive, and formal GIS. Through map mashups there is the ability to create a map that conveys pertinent 

and relevant information or data. The value of these mashups lies in the functionality and ability to meet 

specific requirements at the point of need. They can be created instantly, are particularly suited to using 

extant data, and provide a visual overview of one or more areas of interest. They can be either informally or 

scholarly based. Map Builder, Wayfaring, and Google My Maps are explored for their functionalities.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Map mashups are increasingly popular for visually 

expressing spatial features and integrating them 

with visual or other information. They are quick 

and simple to create without investing in a more 

powerful and formal geographic information sys-

tem (GIS) approach. Mashups:  

 Convey pertinent and relevant information 

or data. 

 Meet unique information needs. 

 Use extant data. 

 Provide a visual overview of area of inter-

est. 

 Create new relationships through synthe-

sis. 

 

Map mashups integrate data from two or more dif-

ferent sources to create a unique visual compila-

tion, in this instance, geographical and textual in-

formation. The University of Georgia (UGA) De-

partment of Geology thesis and dissertation re-

search field sites were chosen for this mashup pro-

ject because the data is unique and this mashup is 

potentially beneficial to the Department. 

EXPLORING THE APPLICATIONS 

Map mashup applications were explored to deter-

mine the utility each offered. Specifically consid-

ered: 

 Is the application fee-based or free? 

 Is a sign-in required? 

 Are online tutorials available? 

 Can locations be pinpointed by latitude 

and longitude? 

 Are the necessary geographical, geopoliti-

cal, and topological features available? 

 Is the range of visuals and pointers suit-

able? 

 

Google My Maps, Wayfaring, and Map Builder 

were eventually selected. Other map mashup appli-

cations exist, but the three chosen most closely 

matched the specifications of the project and had 

the benefit of some longevity. In addition to func-

tionality, we chose these three map mashup appli-

cations for the following affordances: 

 Google My Maps was selected for its ubiq-

uity. 

http://gsa.confex.com/gsa/viewHandout.cgi?uploadid=483
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  Map Builder for its stunning array of loca-

tion icons (see Figure 1). 

 Wayfaring for it’s clean but high-featured 

interface. 

These three applications are easily available and 

free of charge—an additional benefit. 

 

 

 

 

THE PROJECT  

The project needed to be of academic interest, 

preferably focusing on a liaison department of one 

or both of the authors. This investigation was un-

dertaken with the intent of sharing its findings. To 

this end, several subjects were considered. Some 

topics had already been done (e.g. historical sites 

in Georgia), others were too nebulous or difficult 

to define without extensive research (e.g. folk life 

fairs), or lacked current stability (e.g. organic 

farms in Georgia). 

The basic question asked was, “where have UGA 

Geology Students conducted their field work to 

support their theses and dissertations?” Two 

strands of inquiry were explored: how far flung are 

the field sites and how densely spaced are the field 

sites. In terms of the spatial range of program inter-

ests, a visual archive of the locations of study 

would be a useful tool. The UGA Department of 

Geology graduate student field sites met these cri-

teria: 

 Data were readily available. 

 Data were stable in that they incremented 

predictably. 

 Site could be easily updated. 

 Interest to the UGA research community. 

 

Potential users of this project include the UGA 

Department of Geology and other Geology depart-

ments worldwide, as well as prospective students, 

current students, and alumni. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The authors subscribed to each map mashup appli-

cation, sharing user names and passwords. The 

UGA Department of Geology theses and disserta-

tions from 1964 to the present, as listed on the de-

partmental website (http://www.gly.uga.edu), were 

transferred to a Microsoft (MS) Excel spreadsheet 

so the data could be sorted into fields for system-

atic treatment. The fields were: Author, Title, 

Year, Academic Level, Country of Research, Lo-

cation 1, Location 2, and Location 3. The necessity 

of listing multiple locations arose from the reality 

that field samples often came from more than one 

field site, and the purpose of the research was to 

compare the samples. Several issues surfaced as 

the MS Excel spreadsheet was built. 

Some of the theses and dissertations were done on 

sites from non-terrestrial locations (e.g. Mars). 

Others did not specify exact locations for terrestrial 

samples (e.g. Gold in placer and saprolite depos-

its) or oceanic field sites (e.g. A diatom abundance 

stratigraphy and dispersed ash tephrochronology 

for the South Atlantic sector of the Southern 

Ocean). Other locations required access to the indi-

vidual thesis or dissertation to determine the field 

site with precision (e.g. Derivation of sediment 

from weathering of a humid sub-tropical to tem-

perate climate – Georgia). With such spoilers 

identified, the project continued apace for those 

theses and dissertations with field sites that could 

be readily identified for point plotting. 

To compare different affordances of the selected 

map mashup sites, the data for about 150 theses 

and dissertations were entered into Google My 

Maps. Inputting the data involved deciding where 

to place the markers and determining which loca-

tions were not suitable for point plotting. In total, 

301 locations were plotted in Google My Maps, 19 

locations in Map Builder, and 93 locations in Way-

faring. At this point, a large enough sample had 

been input to proceed with an analysis of the effi-

cacies of the three applications used. 

The Google My Maps interface (Figure 2) did not 

allow for all sites to be displayed on one screen. 

Nonetheless, Google Maps proved to be the most 

versatile and robust for our project. It allowed us to 

navigate across the globe in a straightforward man-

Figure 1. “Stunning array of location icons” in 

Map Builder.  

http://www.gly.uga.edu/
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ner, to correct misplaced points quickly, differenti-

ate academic level by color, and label with perti-

nent information. Google My Maps also allowed 

us to choose a pointer specifically tailored to our 

information, in this case a pushpin in red (MS) or  

yellow (PhD). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map Builder (Figure 3) offers a large palette of 

pointer choice (color and size), but we discovered 

that locations are not easily plotted nor readily ed-

ited as compared to Google My Maps.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wayfaring (Figure 4) did not offer a choice of 

pointer types, which led us to change how we 

presented the descriptive information. While 

Wayfaring allowed us to plot our locations eas-

ily, it did not permit relocating a point. This 

application is designed to be used more as a 

route-planning function. 

Figure 4. Wayfaring interface (http://www.wayfaring.com/). 

 Figure 2. Google My Maps interface (http://maps.google.com/). 

Figure 3. Map Builder interface  

(http://www.mapbuilder.net/). 
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 FINDINGS & OUTCOMES 

For the most part the learning curve for each appli-

cation was gentle. Google My Maps, Map Builder, 

and Wayfaring are relatively simple to use. A 

quick review of the tutorials for each was sufficient 

to generate an almost instantaneous desire to begin 

plotting the data. 

There were different affordances among the appli-

cations. Google My Maps proved to be the most 

versatile and robust for our project. It allowed us to 

navigate across the globe in a straightforward man-

ner, to correct misplaced points quickly, differenti-

ate academic level by color, and label with perti-

nent information. Google My Maps also allowed a 

choice of pointer specifically tailored to the data 

information, in this case pushpins in red (MS) or 

yellow (PhD). 

Map Builder provided a large palette of pointer 

choice (color and size). Misplaced data points were 

a little more problematic to resolve. Often the easi-

est manner of correction was to delete and resituate 

the point. 

Wayfaring did not offer a choice as to pointer type, 

which led to a revised version of presenting the 

descriptive information. While Wayfaring allowed 

for plotting the locations easily, relocating a point 

was somewhat involved. Examples of Wayfaring 

map mashups indicated that this application is de-

signed to be used more as a route-planning applica-

tion and our experience supports that conclusion. 

The project turned out to be much bigger than an-

ticipated. With approximately 438 field/sample 

sites to be interpreted and plotted, time became an 

issue. Consequently, only a subset of the total 

number of thesis and dissertation field/sample sites 

was plotted. In Google My Maps, we included 

those from 1964-2000. In Wayfaring, only sites 

west of Mississippi River and the outlying global 

areas were included. In Map Builder, we only in-

cluded sites from 1964-1970. Proceeding in this 

fashion allowed for enough data input for us to 

make a comparison among the three applications. 

In the meantime, some issues arose that required a 

realignment of project specifications. Translating  

3-D points onto a 2-D surface reflects the ongoing 

challenge and dissatisfaction with surficial repre-

sentations. Another question was, “This field site is 

exactly, where?” We also came across authors 

whose field/sample sites were widely dispersed, 

e.g. Georgia (U.S.) and Greece. Should those the-

ses and dissertations be represented by more than 

one point on the map? Would doing so have the 

effect of visually inflating the number of theses 

and dissertations overall? Then there is the quad-

rangle on Mars … 

A concomitant issue was that latitude and longi-

tude would allow more precise plotting of loca-

tions, but none of the field sites were mere points. 

The question remains of how to represent an area 

as a point. Google My Maps, Wayfaring, and Map 

Builder do not allow user defined areal dimensions 

as GIS applications would. 

Another consideration, anticipated from the pro-

ject's beginning, was the concern that having the 

thesis or dissertation in hand would lend increased 

specificity to site location whereas title alone may 

not. Ultimately the question is whether or not plot-

ting the exact location is crucial, since this map 

mashup is not intended to provide such specific 

geographic information that obtaining and perusing 

the actual thesis or dissertation would be unneces-

sary. On the other hand, some exactitude would 

greatly enhance a researcher's decision to obtain a 

given thesis or dissertation. Not least, the authors 

had to consider the time and effort it would take to 

pinpoint each and every terrestrial field site by ex-

amining each thesis and dissertation. In moving the 

project forward, it transpired that the authors may 

have sacrificed precision in favor of simply plot-

ting the points as carefully as possible based on the 

titles. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A sample of the project was completed for presen-

tation at the Geological Society of America 2010 

Annual Meeting in Denver, Colorado. In the fu-

ture, the authors intend to firm up the data fields, 

expand the plan of action to incorporate more spe-

cific plotting where it is crucial for research pur-

poses, and finalize a choice of map mashup appli-

cation to finish plotting the remaining theses and 

dissertations. This project needs to move to com-

pletion in order to meet the original plan of sharing 
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 the results with the UGA Department of Geology. 

It was a distinct benefit that intensive and rigorous 

planning preceded implementation. This rigor 

saved time, overlap, and duplication of effort. This 

planning also provided clear guidelines as to the 

ultimate trajectory of this effort. Certainly the 

process of planning and learning the technology 

has been eye-opening. 

The three applications used in this project were a 

sample of the options available. It is recommended 

that planning and implementing of this type of pro-

ject include an examination of the ease of learning 

and ease of use of available applications. The 

‘sharability’ of map mashup applications is another 

important consideration. Perhaps most crucial is 

matching the available data to the functionality of 

the application. Are there sufficient tag colors or 

shapes to accommodate the kinds of data intended 

for input? Is a coordinate system important to the 

overall accuracy of the data? Does the application 

allow for scaling in order to manipulate perspec-

tive? Is it necessary to have vector polygon data, or 

are points sufficient for indicating location data? 

It seems unnecessary to emphasize that robust 

planning will result in a better organized project, 

and a well-organized project encounters fewer un-

anticipated obstacles. Although serendipity is a 

comforting fallback and fortuitous discoveries can-

not be discounted, flying by the seat of one's pants 

is not a recommended modus operandi. The 

smoother the journey to the final outcome, the 

sooner project members and others can enjoy the 

fruits of their labor. 
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PART 2:  

GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY MEETING 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 

 

 

2010 Annual Meeting, Denver, Colorado 

October 31 - November 3, 2010 
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GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS  

Note: GSIS Committees met separately as arranged by committee chairs 

 

  

Saturday, October 30 

  

9:15 a.m. – 3:45 p.m. 

  

Geosciences Librarianship 101 Auraria Library 

6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. GSIS Executive Board Meeting HyattCCC, Capitol Ballroom 1 

  

  

Sunday, October 31 

  

9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. GSIS Business Meeting HyattCCC, Capitol Ballroom 1 

  

  

Monday, November 1 

  

12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. 

  

GSIS Luncheon HyattCCC, Capitol Ballroom 3 

2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. GSIS Professional Issues Round 

Table 

HyattCCC, Centennial Ballroom A 

  

  

Tuesday, November 2 

  

8:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon  Technical Session Colorado Convention Center,  

Room 708 

  

6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. GSIS Reception, Awards, and Silent 

Auction 

HyattCCC, Mineral Hall A 

  

  

Wednesday, November 3 

  

9:30 a.m. – 12 noon GSIS Field Trip Denver Museum of Nature and 

Science 
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The meeting was called to order at 9:35am by Jan 

Heagy, President. 

 

I. Introduction of Executive Board 

 

Heagy introduced the incoming and outgoing asso-

ciation officers: 

Vice-President, President Elect 2010 (Kay 

Johnson) 

Vice-President, President Elect 2011 (Lisa 

Johnston) 

Secretary 2010 (Elaine Adams) 

Secretary Elect 2011 (Cynthia Prosser) 

Treasurer (Angelique Jenks-Brown) 

Immediate Past President (Rusty Kimball) 

Newsletter Editor (Janet Dombrowski) 

Publications Manager (Ellie Clement) 

 

II. Welcome and general introductions (All) 

 

After welcoming remarks by Heagy, members in 

attendance introduced themselves. 

 

III. Approvals 

The 2010 Business Meeting agenda was approved 

without change. The minutes of the 2009 Business 

Meeting were approved without change 

IV. Reports 

GSIS General: How many people had the kind of 

year they anticipated in January? The majority of 

members had changes in plans, adaptations and 

adjustments to new conditions, and the acquisition 

of new responsibilities. Heagy noted that even with 

all the workplace changes, there are lots of oppor-

tunities to participate in GSIS and urged members 

to participate in any way you can. The organization 

had lots of empty committee chair positions this 

year. Heagy encouraged members to indicate com-

mittee assignment interest on the signup sheets at 

each table noting that involvement is the best way 

to network and get full benefits from our organiza-

tion. 

Treasurer’s report: Jenks-Brown was unable to 

attend the conference to give her report, but her 

report appears in the GSIS Newsletter. 

Archives: Anne Huber was also not able to be here, 

but noted that her report was published in the last 

GSIS Newsletter. 

Exhibits: Committee members Donna Dirlam and 

April Love will be putting up the GSIS booth. 

Please sign up for booth time during tonight’s re-

ception in the Exhibit Hall. We have volunteers 

from the local area to cover the booth during GSIS 

events. 

Membership: Heagy noted that there was no Com-

mittee Chair this year and thanked the Secretary 

for helping out with membership issues. 

Best Paper Award: Carol La Russa announced the 

award winner: Linda R. Musser for her paper 

―Progress in Citation of Geoscience Data, which 

appeared in the GSIS Proceedings, v. 39, 2010, 

p.55-58. 

Best Reference Work: Heagy will be presenting the 

award on behalf of the Committee at reception. 

The Mary B. Ansari Best Reference Work Award 

for 2010 goes to S. Ross Taylor and Scott McLen-

nan for Planetary Crusts: Their Composition, Ori-

gin and Evolution. Cambridge University Press, 

2009. 

Distinguished Service Award: Sharon Tahirkheli 

GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY 

2010 ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING MINUTES 

SUNDAY OCTOBER, 31 2010, 9:30 AM -12:30 PM 

DENVER, CO 

Respectfully submitted by Elaine Adams, Secretary 
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will present the award on behalf of Committee 

Chair Patricia Yocum. The 2010 Mary B. Ansari 

Distinguished Service Award goes to Julie Hall-

mark, Professor Emeritus, University of Texas. 

Award Certificates: Jim O’Donnell noted that he 

still needs signatures on some certificates. He will 

be contacting the appropriate parties. 

Guidebooks: Lura Joseph will be presenting the 

award on behalf of the subcommittee. This year’s 

winner is Southworth, Scott; Brezinski, D. K.; 

Orndorff, R.C.; Repetski, J.E.; and Denenny, D.M. 

Geology of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Na-

tional Historical Park and Potomac River corridor, 

District of Columbia, Maryland, West Virginia, 

and Virginia U.S. Geological Survey Professional 

Paper 1691, 2008. Joseph also reported on ideas 

the Guidebooks Committee developed for making 

more of a presence on the GSIS website, e.g. links 

for finding guidebooks, links to criteria for the 

award and how to nominate. This topic will be fur-

ther discussed under New Business. 

Information Resources: There was no Committee 

Chair this year and no report. 

Nominating: Kimball reported sending out 100 

ballots and receiving 50 back. This topic will be 

discussed further under New Business. 

Preservation: No Committee Chair. 

International Initiatives: Judie Triplehorn reported 

that she sent out information to 41 international 

organizations but received no responses. Libraries 

in foreign countries are not held in high regard 

right now. She noted that last year’s winner got a 

visa but no funding to attend the conference. If you 

have items for the Silent Auction fundraiser, please 

give them to Judie or the other International Initia-

tives Committee members Dorothy McGarry and 

Dena Hanson. 

Web Site: Janet Dombrowski described how she 

worked with a library school student to redesign 

the GSIS website. The student came up with the 

redesign template and Janet is now looking at how 

to put up our content within new framework. 

Publications: GSIS Newsletter Reviews editor 

Carol La Russa asked members for recommenda-

tions of publications for review, especially grey 

literature items. GSIS Newsletter Editor Janet 

Dombrowski asked for more member news contri-

butions, especially news about changing responsi-

bilities, job moves, etc. Although many newsletters 

are changing to a single column formation, the 

GSIS Newsletter will maintain the double column 

format. Jody Foote reported that publication of the 

2009 Proceedings is in progress and hopes they’ll 

out in time to be in your holiday stocking.  

Geonet Moderator: Carolyn Laffoon announced 

that she will be retiring in May, 2011 and asked for 

someone to take on the list moderator role.  

Topical Session report: Our sponsored topical ses-

sion will be Tuesday morning (November 2) at 8 

a.m. There were a good number of paper submis-

sions and the final session roster includes papers 

from outside GSIS. Information resources featured 

in some papers will be published in the GSIS 

Newsletter.  

Publicity: Shaun Hardy has handled publicity for 

Geoscience 101 for five years now and would like 

to swap with someone else. It’s not a hard job, ba-

sically sending out press releases, contacting li-

brary schools in the meeting area, taking pictures, 

and sending out follow up press releases. During 

the meeting Adonna Fleming agreed to take on 

publicity if Hardy would remain as photographer.  

Geoscience Librarianship 101: Clara McLeod re-

ported on the 6th workshop held Saturday, October 

30th. There were 46 registered attendees including 

four students and one recent graduate. Evaluations 

indicate that providing the workshop is a valuable 

service and students felt encouraged to look into 

geosciences librarianship. The workshop added 

Adonna Fleming, who was instrumental in getting 

GL 101 started, as an instructor this year in addi-

tion to Lisa Dunn, Lura Joseph, and Linda Zellmer. 

McLeod also thanked Shaun Hardy for publicity 

and Lisa Dunn for local arrangements.  

CUAC meeting: McLeod reported that the CUAC 

(Cartographic Users Advisory Council) meeting 

2010 GSIS BUSINESS MEETING MINUTES, CONT. 
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was held in June this year and hosted by George 

Mason University-Arlington, Virginia. The pro-

gram included speakers from 11 agencies, includ-

ing 2 speakers from the USGS. Presentations fo-

cused on matters concerning maps (printed and 

digital), data archiving and delivery. A full report 

will appear in the GSIS Newsletter and be distrib-

uted on Geonet when the minutes are finalized.  

Conference updates: Kay Johnson announced that 

a few tickets are still available for the GSIS lunch-

eon and that ten people have signed up for the 

Wednesday field trip to the Denver Museum of 

Nature and Science. Those wishing to travel to the 

Museum in a group should meet in the lobby of 

Grand Hyatt. Admission to the museum is $11 and 

bus fare is $2 each way.  

 

V. Old Business 

Our old business is New Business of how to in-

vigorate the organization. 

 

VI. New Business 

Guidebooks: The University of New Hampshire is 

digitizing the guidebooks for the New England 

Intercollegiate Geological Conference. The 

NEIGC has noticed a drop-off in sales of guide-

books after the meeting. Is it libraries who have 

stopped buying or individuals? Noga suggested 

that purchasing information is hard to find. Joseph 

commented that many institutions have problems 

with buying from small vendors. Mary Scott would 

like to see links created to online guidebooks. 

Noga would like to see better information about 

forthcoming guidebooks and suggested posting the 

information on Geonet. Joseph suggested funneling 

new and forthcoming guidebook information to her 

for posting on Geonet and announcing in the GSIS 

Newsletter with purchase information. Referring 

back to the earlier report about ideas for improving 

the guidebook information on the GSIS website, it 

was suggested that the Guidebook Committee post 

the list of ideas on the GSIS website and request 

feedback. 

Nominating: Kimball noted the work involved in 

sending out paper ballots for GSIS elections and 

asked if the group would consider going to elec-

tronic balloting using software such as Survey 

Monkey. Discussion considered various software 

packages that could be used, possible roadblocks 

such as needing a subscription to the survey soft-

ware, and whether the GSIS bylaws would need to 

be changed provide for electronic voting. Heagy 

volunteered to review the bylaws and report back 

to the group. 

Ocean Drilling Program: Kimball is the liaison to 

Texas A&M’s Integrated Ocean Drilling Program. 

Administrators of the program are discussing digi-

tizing back to day one. Currently the program is 

producing content on DVDs. Are people using the 

DVDs? Kimball will send out a survey. 

International Initiatives: Committee members will 

gather Monday at 9 a.m. at the GSIS booth in the 

Exhibit Hall then move to another location for their 

meeting. 

2011 Topical Session: Dombrowski called atten-

tion to the need for a convener for the topical ses-

sion in Minneapolis. Kimball volunteered. 

2011 GSIS Conference in Minneapolis: Lisa Johns-

ton briefed us on plans for next year’s conference. 

The conference will be held October 9-12. GSA’s 

conference theme for next year is ―The Past is the 

Key to the Future.‖ Are we interested in developing 

a short course on data management with the GSA 

Geoinformatics Division? Johnston has ideas for 

specifics within course. Anyone interested in par-

ticipating in planning please contact Johnston. 

She’s been developing a workshop at her institu-

tion on data management. Huffine commented that 

he and Mary Scott had attended a Geoinformatics 

Division session yesterday and see a definite op-

portunity for collaboration with that group. He sug-

gested co-sponsoring a reception next year as a 

first step since this year our two receptions are held 

concurrently and there is not a good opportunity 

for cross over. Huffine also suggested that GSIS 

members who are also GSA members consider 

joining the Geoinformatics Division. Dombrowski 

pointed out the Geoinformatics session this after-

noon from 1:30-3 p.m. on data preservation. 

Huffine noted that members of Geoinformatics 

seem to be geologists who’ve been conscripted to 

be computer scientists or rather, subject specialists 

with computer expertise. It is definitely a computer 
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science based conversation. However, he sees 

cross pollination opportunities with GSIS in the 

development of thesauri and ontologies. 

WebEx meeting: Heagy, looking for more ways for 

members to participate in a meaningful way and to 

make GSIS more accessible for those who cannot 

attend the annual conference, proposed offering a 

WebEx session on information resources and how 

different institutions are dealing with vendor 

moves in pricing and services. Huffine commented 

that a possible journal article could be coupled 

with a WebEx session. Joseph suggested sending 

out Geonet message to gauge interest in such a ses-

sion before investing the time and energy to organ-

ize it.  

National Library for Geosciences: Huffine re-

ported that the USGS is forwarding a proposal to 

make the USGS Library a National Library for 

Geosciences. The proposal requests no appropria-

tion, so there would be no budget. However, con-

tent authorizations similar to those of the National 

Library of Medicine would be set-up. The proposal 

has support from ALA, AGI, and GSA. USGS is 

trying to show why they need legislative authori-

ties and what can be done with them, and how our 

nation is being poorly served by having a bureau 

library rather than a national library. 

Huffine observed that recent reorganizations 

within the USGS were positive overall for the li-

brary. The library has been redefined within bureau 

and where it had been operated by regional direc-

tors now it has been brought back under a national 

library director in support of research. This move 

in effect raised the library two levels within USGS. 

By 2012 Huffine expects that the library budget 

will be defined as separate item in the overall 

USGS budget. 

Digitization: Joseph, who did a major study (2006) 

on the quality of graphics in 35 digitized Elsevier 

earth and planetary titles, stated that the publisher 

has said they have finished the rescanning project 

to upgrade images in the ScienceDirect backfiles. 

Joseph did another study and confirms that the re-

scanning has improved the graphics especially 

photos. However, the bad news is that Elsevier 

rescanned materials published in 1994 and earlier. 

Born digital didn’t start until 1999 or so, so graph-

ics in journals published 1994-98 are still as bad as 

ever. Also, the algorithm to find bad graphics did-

n’t really find line graphs, so print backup is still 

needed. 

Support for conference attendance: Hardy asked if 

the Executive Board had discussed support for 

conference attendance. He thinks that hundreds of 

dollars in conference attendance support could be 

an incentive for new members. Heagy would like 

an ad hoc committee to study how to sponsor stu-

dent attendance in meaningful way, although it 

may mean limiting eligibility to students within the 

region of the meeting. Suggestions ranged from 

finding vendors who would underwrite sponsor-

ship to tying financial support to time support to 

man exhibit booth or other support activities.  

Committee size: Noga asked what is the size of 

committees these days? He remembers some dis-

cussion from a previous meeting. Heagy answered 

that membership had agreed on three to a commit-

tee unless there was a need for more such as for the 

Guidebook Committee. However, she noted that 

some committees this year had zero. Support for 

conference attendance: Hardy asked if the Execu-

tive Board had discussed support for conference 

attendance. He thinks that hundreds of dollars in 

conference attendance support could be an incen-

tive for new members. Heagy would like an ad hoc 

committee to study how to sponsor student atten-

dance in meaningful way, although it may mean 

limiting eligibility to students within the region of 

the meeting. Suggestions ranged from finding ven-

dors who would underwrite sponsorship to tying 

financial support to time support to man exhibit 

booth or other support activities. 

Pacific Section: Connie Manson announced that 

the Pacific Section will be meeting following the 

conclusion of the business meeting downstairs in 

the hotel’s restaurant. 

VII. Adjournment: Heagy thanked everyone for 

their participation. Jim O’Donnell made the motion 

to adjourn, Noga seconded, and the motion carried. 

The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 a.m.  

2010 GSIS BUSINESS MEETING MINUTES, CONT. 
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GSIS PROFESSIONAL ISSUES ROUND TABLE 
Hyatt Colorado Convention Center, Centennial Ballroom A   

November 1, 2:00-5:00 p.m. 

 
Schedule: 

 

2:00-2:02 – Welcome 
 

2:02-2:15 – Neal Marriott of The Geological Society presents a Lyell Collection update.   
 

2:15-2:55 – Discussion Topics  

Six tables will be set up with a different discussion questions.  Participants sit at the table with 

the topic they wish to discuss.  Each table will pick a facilitator and/or a presenter. Jan Heagy 

and Kay Johnson will moderate.  The topics are below: 
 

1. GSIS in the 21st Century – What can GSIS do to best serve our members? How should we 

market ourselves and increase membership?  Do we need to make adjustments? 

2. Collection Management. E-books.  The options: pick & choose, buy large packages, 

tailored packages, or buy on demand?   How do your users respond to only e-book access?  

Do you duplicate in print for some types of material?  Do your users prefer certain e-book 

features? 

3. Collection Management. Document Delivery Challenges 

a. Theses – Many library users want to see non-North American theses. Recent theses often 

end up in university repositories, and some schools (particularly in Germany, Scandinavia, 

and the Netherlands) published their theses in series.  The older theses that don't show up in 

repositories or publication series are really hard to obtain.  How do geoscience librarians 

get these theses?  Do you use a document supplier?  Do you try to track down authors?  

How much effort do you place on foreign theses requests?  Other issues include country 

non-lending policies (copyright). 

 

b. Service Delivery Companies – Many smaller document delivery services are either being 

absorbed by larger corporations or are being dissolved.  What impact does this trend have 

on the geoscience library? 

Innovation in the Workplace: Social Media – How are people using social media 

(Facebook, Twitter, Wikis, blogs, social bookmarking, user-generated tags, etc.) in their 

libraries?   

Innovation in the Workplace: Mobile Devices – How are mobile devices (smart phones, 

PDAs, iPads, etc.) changing how we serve our users?  What do we need to do to adapt? 

Managing More with Less – How do we stay relevant and valuable to our organizations?   
 

2.55-3:15 – Break 
 

3:15-5:00 – Reports -- Each table takes about 15 minutes to report their ideas to the group.  Feedback will 

be captured and posted to the GSIS website, with follow-up expected on suggestions.     

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Thank you to the Geological Society of London for sponsoring the Round Table 
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Mary B. Ansari Distinguished Service Award 

Julie Hallmark, Professor Emeritus, University of Texas 

 

Julie Hallmark was unable to attend. Miriam Kennard, University of North Carolina, accepted the award on 

Julie’s behalf and offered the following remarks. 

I'm sorry Julie is unable to be here to accept this award. I am honored to accept on her behalf.  

I first met Julie 30 years ago in 1980, when I attended my first GSIS meeting. At that time, 

Julie was Past President of the Society. I got to know her well over the years, from the papers 

she presented, her active participation in discussions, and our overlapping service on the Geo-

Ref Advisory Board Committee of AGI, which met twice a year. I was on that committee 

with Julie for 6 years; she served on it many more years.  

We often shared a room together at meetings. She was one of the original members of GSIS 

back in the mid 1960’s. When I roomed with Julie in 2005, it was her 40th year as a member 

of GSIS.  

The things that stand out to me about Julie are her tremendous enthusiasm for the profession 

and field of geoscience information. She presented many papers at our meetings, authored 

many others, and received two GSIS Best Paper Awards. Much of her interest was in schol-

arly communication -- how geologists learn about publications, use the literature and commu-

nicate. One of her early papers dealt with how to improve the GeoRef database and make it 

more useful and user friendly. 

She also had a keen interest in international issues and worked to foster communication and 

cooperation among international geoscience librarians and information professionals.  

There was also, of course, her mentoring of students over the years. As a professor of Infor-

mation Science at the School of Information at the University of Texas, Austin, she taught 

science information courses and actively promoted the geosciences to her students. I can 

think of two of her students, Steve Hiller and Jan Heagy, who became active in GSIS. 

Julie is very sorry she couldn't be at our meeting to accept the award in person. I'd like to read 

from some e-mail which conveys her thoughts on receiving the Ansari Distinguished Service 

Award. 

____________________________________  

Monday July 19, 2010  

Dear Patricia,  

I am thrilled and delighted by this honor. Thank you so very much.  

Decades ago, I was hired by Southern Methodist University to work for 

GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY AWARD WINNERS 2010 

Presented at the GSIS Reception, Awards, and Silent Auction 

Tuesday, November 2, 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. 

HyattCCC, Mineral Hall A 

Denver, Colorado 
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the Southwest Center for Advanced Studies (now UT Dallas) as their sci-

ence librarian. At that time the Center had no information services so we 

used a delivery service to transport books and articles to the Center each 

day. As a former chemist, I knew nothing whatsoever about geology so I 

figured I'd better get with it! I started taking classes at SMU and soon 

fell in love with the discipline. I was hooked! We also learned practical 

tips for field trips such as "If you're climbing up a steep escarpment, be 

sure to toss up a stone or two before reaching the top." Over the years I 

met so many wonderful friends and colleagues, participating in projects 

such as the Union List of Field Trip Guidebooks and the Proceedings. I 

miss you all and would so love to join the gang at the Denver conference. 

Julie 

___________________________________________ 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010  

Dear Miriam, How I wish I could be there in person to receive this pres-

tigious award! I'm still walking on air. Please give all my friends in GSIS 

my very best regards and love. All the best, Julie 

___________________________________________ 

Friday, October 15, 2010 

Dear Miriam, I received my wonderful little plaque and am so delighted 

to have it! I've installed it in a place where everyone who visits me will 

immediately see it. I'm still so thrilled with this honor and wish so much I 

could be with all of you at the GSIS conference. Very best wishes, Julie 

____________________________________ 

I think it is clear how excited Julie is to receive this prestigious award. Congratulations and 

best wishes to her!  

 

Best Paper Award 

Linda R. Musser.  

For her paper “Progress in the Citation of Geoscience Data,” published in Proceedings of the Geoscience 

Information Society, v. 39, 2010, p. 55-58.  

The members of the committee believe that her paper performs a valuable service by educating the geo-

science community about the importance of citing the sources of data and explaining a publication's 

stand on the issue of data citation. The paper is published in volume 39 of Proceedings of the Geo-

science Information Society and was based on a paper given at the 2008 meeting of the Society. 

Linda R. Musser is Librarian and Head of the Fletcher L. Byrom Earth and Mineral Sciences Library at 

Pennsylvania State University. 

 

GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY AWARD WINNERS 2010, cont. 
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Mary B. Ansari Reference Work Award 

The GSIS Mary B. Ansari Best Reference Work Award Committee reviewed ten nominations for the 2010 

award: 

 Encyclopedia of Earthquakes and Volcanoes  

 Evolution of Matter  

 Handbook of Gold Exploration and Evaluation  

 Manual of Mineral Science, 23rd Edition  

 Metamorphic Rocks  

 Michigan Geography and Geology  

 Ocean: An Illustrated Atlas  

 Petroleum Engineering Handbook  

 Planetary Crusts  

 Treatise on Geophysics  

 

The committee members based their selection on average scores of a ten-point, ten-criteria scale. The 

winners for the 2010 award are 

S. Ross Taylor and Scott McLennan 

for their book, Planetary Crusts: Their Composition, Origin and Evolution, Cambridge University Press, 

2009.  

This work received high scores for its uniqueness in subject coverage, the quality of the work, and the auth-

oritativeness of the authors.  

 

Best Website Award 

Dr. Andrew B. Smith, The Natural History Museum, London 

For his website: “The Echinoid Directory”  

http://www.nhm.ac.uk/research-curation/research/projects/echinoid-directory/  

 

Comments by the committee and nominator: 

This is an excellent website for anyone interested in echinoids. The site has a clear layout and is well 

organized and has a great deal of information on echinoids including sections on morphology, keys to 

identification, classification, 3D models, an index to taxa, and a glossary. The index of taxa is very ex-

tensive and informative with images, in some cases of the type specimen. (Robert Tolliver)  

This site, an open community project maintained by Dr. Andrew Smith of the Natural History Museum 

in London, provides a non-technical overview as well as a detailed taxonomic resource for Echinoids, a 

major group of marine invertebrates with an extensive and well documented fossil record. Most of the 

site is highly technical with a large glossary, illustrated keys for identification, hierarchical classifica-

tion, and searchable index. Without a doubt, one of the most striking and noteworthy features of the site 

are the exquisite, sharply focused high resolution images and interactive 3-D models. (John Kawula)  
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The imagery is spectacular, the information is accurate, and the educational value is huge. It excels in 

so many ways, every year it gets a little bit better until now it is the most authoritative work on echin-

oids for the online world. It is a truly remarkable production by Andrew Smith at the Natural History 

Museum in London. It is a must for paleontologists both academic and amateur…and just anyone who 

wants to be educated...painlessly! This site is an open community project which currently provides ac-

cess to images of the type species of almost all described genera of echinoid, both recent and fossil. 

Some additional non-type species are also illustrated. (Ann M. Molineux- nominator)  

 

Best Guidebook Award 

Scott Southworth, D. K. Brezinski, R.C. Orndorff, J.E. Repetski., and D.M. Denenny  

for their guidebook Geology of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal National Historical Park and Potomac 

River corridor, District of Columbia, Maryland, West Virginia, and Virginia, U.S. Geological Survey 

Professional Paper 1691, 2008. (Also available online at http://pubs.usgs.gov/pp/1691/.) 

GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY AWARD WINNERS 2010, CONT. 
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About a dozen GSIS members participated in the field trip to the Denver Museum of Nature and Science to 

meet Dr. Logan Ivy, Collections Manager, and take a behind the scenes paleontology tour. Dr. Ivy is not 

only an expert on paleontology, but also manages metadata and databases used by paleontology researchers. 

The Museum’s current collection management system is ARGUS, and their data is contributed into a shared 

paleontological database network using the Darwin Core metadata schema. SydneyPLUS has purchased 

ARGUS and the museum is looking to move to Re:discovery or EMu database software systems.  

As you might expect, the museum’s dinosaur collection is amazing. Although the public displays were 

being renovated during our visit, we saw impressive fossils behind the scenes. Our tour started by looking 

at a huge, disarticulated Apatosaur skeleton housed on a range of shelving. Dr. Ivy took us into the shelving 

area to look at fossils from crocodiles and rhinos. We also saw invertebrate skeletons, including a sizeable 

ammonite. The tour ended at a large slab filled with stegosaur pieces. The stegosaur was literally flattened.  

Afterwards, we split up and wandered around the museum enjoying the permanent displays including 

Egyptian Mummies and Expedition Health, and the temporary ―Amazon Voyage‖ exhibition (complete 

with live bugs and fish, including piranhas). Coors Mineral Hall has impressive displays of rhodochrosite 

from the Sweet Home Mine in Colorado as well as ore minerals from local mining districts and gems from 

around the world.  

An observation deck at the museum boasts the ―Best view of Denver. All of us enjoyed the trip and found 

the Denver bus system reliable and easy to use. 

 

Originally published in GSIS Newsletter No. 247, February 2011. 

GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY FIELD TRIP 2010 

Wednesday, November 3, 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 noon 

Denver Museum of Nature and Science  

Jan Heagy 
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GEOSCIENCE JOURNAL PRICES 
 

Compiled by Michael Mark Noga 

 

 

 Journal Title    % Price  Change 

  2009 2010 2011  2009/2010 2010/2011 

 AAPG Bulletin 350 385 385 10% 0% 

Alcheringa 173 201 253 16% 26% 

American Journal of Science 185 200 200 8% 0% 

American Mineralogist 825 875 900 6% 3% 

American Scientist 70 75 75 7% 0% 

Annales de Paleontologie 726 678 814 -7% 20% 

Annales Geophysicae 2893 3161 2411 9% -24% 

Annals of Glaciology 419 328 455 -22% 39% 

Annual Review of Earth Planetary Sci 234 234 240 0% 3% 

Antarctic Science 835 865 915 4% 6% 

Applied Earth Science 384 411 432 7% 5% 

Applied Geochemistry 1439 1497 1557 4% 4% 

Arctic   155 200 200 29% 0% 

Arctic Antarctic and Alpine Research 230 255 255 11% 0% 

Astronomy and Geophysics 406 430 456 6% 6% 

Atlantic Geology 75 75 75 0% 0% 

Australian Journal of Earth Sciences 1449 1500 1530 4% 2% 

Basin Research 1378 1461 1549 6% 6% 

Biogeochemistry 2524 2587 2706 2% 5% 

Boreas 372 387 407 4% 5% 

Bulletin of Eng Geol & the Envt 647 708 741 9% 5% 

Bulletin of Marine Science 505 505 580 0% 15% 

Bulletin of Volcanology 1873 1976 2067 5% 5% 

Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences 1215 1325 1445 9% 9% 
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